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Abstract
Supersymmetric theories are an excellent playground in theoretical physics. Despite
their phenomenological challenges, their high amount of symmetry often implies that
the—otherwise ill-defined—infinite-dimensional path integral is well-defined and can in
fact be computed exactly. The study of two-dimensional supersymmetric theories in
particular has been propelled by string theory, leading among other things, to beautiful
and surprising results both in physics as well as pure mathematics. In this thesis we want
to study an “uplift” from two-dimensional to three-dimensional N = 2 supersymmetric
theories. Our discussion is focused on two related aspects of three-dimensional theories.
The first subject of study is a three-dimensional generalization of the correspondence
between two-dimensional supersymmetric gauge theories at high energies and topological
quantum invariants of the target space of these theories at low energies. We study a
three-dimensional gauge theory on a non-trivial background, whose low energy limit is
a non-linear sigma model with a Grassmannian Gr(M,N) target space, i.e., the space
of complex M -planes in CN . In this three-dimensional gauge theory, we study super-
symmetric Wilson loops. The algebra of Wilson loops describes, via the correspondence,
the quantum K-theory of Gr(M,N) studied by mathematicians, i.e., classes of complex
vector bundles with a deformed tensor product structure. The structure constants of this
algebra are quantum invariants of Gr(M,N). We find agreement between results from
the gauge theory on the one side, and results computed by mathematicians via different
methods on the other side.
The second subject we study is flat three-dimensional supersymmetric theory in the
presence of spacetime boundaries and its symmetric boundary conditions. In general, bulk
supersymmetric theories admit so called supercurrent multiplets. These are supersym-
metry representations, present in any local supersymmetric theory, whose components
are the conserved currents of the bulk theory, such as the supercurrent and the energy-
momentum tensor. The existence of a boundary means that we have to choose boundary
conditions for the bulk fields and that some of the symmetries of the theory are bro-
ken. We generalize the notion of bulk supercurrent multiplets to supercurrent multiplets
with bulk and boundary parts consistent with the unbroken symmetries and symmet-
ric boundary conditions. We successfully test our definitions in a simple model with
boundary conditions that are three-dimensional generalizations of matrix factorizations.
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Zusammenfassung
Supersymmetrische Theorien sind ein spannendes Untersuchungsgebiet in der theore-
tischen Physik. Trotz ihrer phänomenologischen Herausforderungen impliziert ihr hoher
Symmetriegrad oft, dass das—sonst schlecht definierte—unendlich dimensionale Pfadint-
egral wohldefiniert ist und tatsächlich genau berechnet werden kann. Insbesondere wurde
die Untersuchung zweidimensionaler supersymmetrischer Theorien von der Stringtheorie
vorangetrieben, was unter anderem zu schönen und überraschenden Ergebnissen sowohl
in der Physik als auch in der reinen Mathematik führte. In dieser Arbeit wollen wir
einen Übergang von zweidimensionalen supersymmetrischen Theorien zu dreidimension-
alen N = 2 supersymmetrischen Theorien untersuchen. Unsere Diskussion konzentriert
sich auf zwei verwandte Aspekte dreidimensionaler Theorien.
Das erste Untersuchungsobjekt ist eine dreidimensionale Verallgemeinerung einer Kor-
respondenz zwischen zweidimensionalen supersymmetrischen Eichtheorien bei hohen En-
ergien und topologischen Quanteninvarianten des Zielraums dieser Theorien bei niedri-
gen Energien. Wir untersuchen eine dreidimensionale Eichtheorie auf einem nicht trivi-
alen Hintergrund, dessen Grenze bei niedrigen Energien ein nichtlineares Sigma-Modell
mit einem Grassmann’schen Gr(M,N)-Zielraum ist, also mit dem Raum komplexer M -
Ebenen in CN . In dieser dreidimensionalen Eichtheorie untersuchen wir supersymmetri-
sche Wilson-Loops. Die Algebra von Wilson-Loops beschreibt, über die Korrespondenz,
die von Mathematikern untersuchte Quanten-K-Theorie von Gr(M,N), d.h. Klassen kom-
plexer Vektorbündel mit einer deformierten Tensorproduktstruktur. Die Strukturkon-
stanten dieser Algebra sind Quanteninvarianten von Gr(M,N). Wir finden Überein-
stimmung zwischen den Ergebnissen der Eichtheorie auf der einen Seite und den von
Mathematikern mit verschiedenen Methoden berechneten Ergebnissen auf der anderen
Seite.
Das zweite Thema, das wir untersuchen, ist die flache dreidimensionale supersym-
metrische Theorie mit Raumzeitrand und ihre symmetrischen Randbedingungen. Im
Allgemeinen kann man bei supersymmetrischen Bulktheorien ohne Ränder sogenannte
Supercurrent-Multiplets definieren. Diese sind Supersymmetriedarstellungen, die in jeder
lokalen supersymmetrischen Theorie vorhanden sind und deren Komponenten die kon-
servierten Ströme der jeweiligen Theorie sind, wie z.B. der Superstrom und der Energie-
Impuls-Tensor. Die Existenz eines Randes bedeutet, dass wir Randbedingungen für
die Bulkfelder wählen müssen und dass einige Symmetrien der Theorie gebrochen sind.
Wir verallgemeinern die Definition der Bulk-Supercurrent-Multiplets auf Supercurrent-
Multiplets mit Bulk- und Randteilen, die mit den ungebrochenen Symmetrien und sym-
metrischen Randbedingungen konsistent bleiben. Wir testen unsere Definitionen erfol-
greich in einem einfachen Modell mit Randbedingungen, die die dreidimensionale Verall-
gemeinerungen von Matrixfaktorisierungen sind.
xii
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In this chapter we give an introduction into the topics studied in this thesis. We very
briefly describe motivation to study supersymmetric theories and sketch their connection
to manifold invariants. We also discuss the relevance of boundaries and supercurrent
multiplets in such theories. We present some of the mathematical notions behind some
of this work, namely quantum cohomology and quantum K-theory. We end the chapter
by a brief outline of the following two chapters, based on the publications of the author
and a short overview of related topics. The publications [1, 2] relevant to chapter 2
are joint work with Prof. Dr. Hans Jockers, Prof. Dr. Peter Mayr and Dr. Urmi Ninad.
The publication [3] relevant to chapter 3 is joint work with Prof. Dr. Ilka Brunner and
Jonathan Schulz.
1.1 Supersymmetric field theories
1.1.1 Why supersymmetry?
Quantum field theory is the enormously successful1 child of quantum mechanics and
special relativity. However, an axiomatic, mathematically rigorous formulation of general
quantum field theories (in more than two dimensions) is elusive: in short, the infinite
dimensional integration of the path integral is in general not well-defined. Still, the
interaction between physics and mathematics has been very fruitful for both fields.
The study of supersymmetric field theories was mainly initiated as a mathematically
natural extension of the Standard Model, but phenomenologically speaking, such theories
have fallen out of favor. However, supersymmetric theories are a natural playground for
more tractable physical theories, as the high amount of symmetry severely constrains the
dynamics. An incomplete list of features includes that supersymmetric theories enjoy
non-renormalization theorems [4], are relevant in compactifications of superstring theory
[5] and also play an important role in holography [6]. More importantly in the context of
this thesis, in the last two decades there has been great progress in the computation of su-
persymmetric partition functions, the generating functions for correlators of observables,
by techniques of so called supersymmetric localization (see [7, 8] for pioneering work and
[9] for a review). These are powerful computational techniques that extend ideas of equiv-
ariant localization from mathematics to the infinite-dimensional setting. The techniques
have lead to a plethora of exact computations (as opposed to perturbative computations
1https://pdg.lbl.gov
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of partition functions of general field theories) in various dimensions, curved backgrounds,
in the presence of boundaries or different amounts of supersymmetry. See [10–22] for an
incomplete list of exact results.
In addition, supersymmetric field theories are often a surprising source of new ideas
for mathematics. This is especially true for two-dimensional theories that are relevant in
the study of string theory, with fields
f : Σ→ X (1.1)
mapping from a two-dimensional surface Σ to some space X. A notable development is
the discovery by physicists [23] that special classes of spaces used in string theory, six-
dimensional Calabi-Yau manifolds, come in pairs connected by mirror symmetry. This
discovery has been very fruitful; its precise formulation and implications is a subject of
study by both physicists and mathematicians [24–26].
1.1.2 Twists and an example of invariants
Another (related) interesting direction is also that of topological field theories (TFTs),
first introduced by Witten [27]. These are quantum field theories in which correlation
functions of local operators do not depend on the insertion points and hence on the
metric of the space on which they are defined. As such, the correlators are numbers
that are invariant under continuous changes in the geometry of these spaces and describe
topological invariants. Additionally, TFTs form a class of theories that can be treated
axiomatically and rigorously [28], and the study of TFTs with extended excitations (i.e.,
not-pointlike operators) is now an evolving field of physics and pure mathematics related
to higher category theory [29, 30].
General supersymmetric field theories are, despite the high amount of symmetry, not
topological. Supersymmetric theories and topological theories are nevertheless intimately
related. Namely, in many examples of supersymmetric theories, one can select a nilpotent
supercharge Q, and restrict to the subsector of observables that lie in the Q-cohomology,
i.e., observables corresponding to classes of operators where the representatives O satisfy
[Q,O] = 0, , (1.2)
where [·, ·] denotes a graded commutator and where we identify any two operators O,O′
that satisfy
O = O′ + [Q,U ] (1.3)
where U is any operator. In particular Q-exact operators O = [Q,U ] are equivalent to
zero. This non-trivial restriction implies, among other things, that some or all (depending
on the theory and choice of Q) translation generators Pµ become Q-exact, i.e., we have
symmetry operators Q,Qµ, Pµ with
Q2 = [Qµ,Qν ] = [Qµ, Pν ] = [Q,Pµ] = 0, [Q,Qµ] ∼ Pµ. (1.4)
This in turn means that in this subsector the dependence of the correlators on the insertion
point in spacetime drops out and the theory of this restricted subsector is topological.
This is in fact how TFTs were introduced in [27, 31], through the procedure known as
topological twisting. The procedure of twisting is roughly the following. One starts with
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a supersymmetry algebra on flat space, which is generated by fermionic supercharges,
with an R-symmetry automorphism and one tries to extend its definition on some curved
background. Mathematically, the curvature often comes with obstructions to defining
necessary spinors for the description of the symmetry. The obstruction can be circum-
vented physically by ‘replacing’ some subgroup of the Lorentz rotation group by a twisted
subgroup in the product of the Lorentz group with the R-symmetry group2. The choice
of new Lorentz rotation group changes the spin of some fields, but does not change the
fermion/boson statistics; in particular there is a scalar fermionic supercharge Q (a linear
combination of charges of the original untwisted theory) which can be defined on the
curved background.
A well-known example of twisting and invariants is given by the A-model. The model
is determined by the so called A-twist of the N = (2, 2) sigma model in [31]. The
twist impies that in general only a subalgebra is preserved (and there is another twist
where a different subalgebra is preserved leading to the mirror B-model). The sigma
model is the quantum field theory where the (bosonic) fields are maps φ : Σ→ X from a
Riemann surface Σ to a Kähler manifold X3, while fermionic fields ψ are defined as certain
sections of bundles over X. Mathematically, the “twisting” amounts to considering in
fact a different theory. The new theory has the same local expression for the action pulled
back on Σ, but the fields are now sections of different bundles, given by tensoring the
original bundles with a square-root of the canonical bundle of X. In the twisted theory,
we may identify odd-degree forms on X with the fermionic fields ψ and even forms to
bispinors (bosons). In other words, in the A-model, for each differential form θ ∈ Λ∗(X)
we associate an operator
θ 7→ Oθ. (1.5)
The scalar supercharge Q defined from the original N = (2, 2) supersymmetry by the
twisting procedure now acts as
[Q,Oθ] = −Odθ, (1.6)
where d is the exterior derivative on X. We see that the nilpotent operator Q is mapped
by this association to the exterior derivative d acting on differential forms. It is therefore
easy to deduce that restricting to Q-cohomology corresponds to restricting to differential
forms that are closed dθ = 0, and closed differential forms that differ by exact forms are
identified. In other words, Q-cohomology corresponds to de Rham cohomology and the
correlators of operators representing Q-cohomology classes are topological invariants of
X4.
The wealth of results about (A- and B-twists of) two dimensional N = (2, 2) sigma
models has motivated a possible “uplift” to higher-dimensional theories with the same
amount of supersymmetry, (4 real supercharges), in particular 3D N = 2 theories and
4D N = 1 theories. Half of this thesis (chapter 2) is dedicated to analogous aspects of
supersymmetric field theories in three spacetime dimensions.
2In this discussion we assume that the twisting subgroups are Abelian.
3That is, a complex, Riemannian, symplectic manifold with compatible structures. The sigma model
arose from (topological) string theory, where the target space X is a Calabi-Yau manifold, which is a
Kähler manifold with vanishing canonical bundle, while Σ is the two-dimensional string worldsheet.
4The correlators are in fact computable; the equations of motion force the maps φ to be holomorphic,
which is a strong enough constraint to make the path integral into a well-defined integral over the space
of holomorphic maps Σ→ X. See next subsection 1.2 for some mathematical details.
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1.1.3 Boundaries and supersymmetric boundary conditions
We now want to discuss theories where the worldsheet or worldvolume has a boundary.
As a general rule, the boundary breaks the symmetry that generates translations perpen-
dicular to the boundary. Hence it must also break at least part of the supersymmetry
algebra generators, as otherwise they would anticommute to a broken generator. In
fact, for a generic supersymmetric theory, introducing a boundary will break most of the
symmetries, as divergence-free symmetry currents “leak” out of the boundary.
In any theory with boundary, we must choose sensible boundary conditions for the
fields. Choosing boundary conditions for field theories is itself a rich subject, once we
allow for purely boundary dynamics and couplings to bulk fields. However, for a very spe-
cial class of boundary conditions, we may preserve some supersymmetry. These are called
supersymmetric boundary conditions and are highly constrained compared to arbitrary
boundary conditions, similarly to how supersymmetric theories are highly constrained
compared to general field theories.
The A- and B-models were introduced in the previous subsections as examples of
two-dimensional theories with some (smaller) supersymmetry algebra after some twist-
ing procedure. The supersymmetry subalgebra can also be regarded as the remaining
subalgebra after the introduction of a boundary on the world-sheet or world-volume as
described above. The corresponding special classes of boundary conditions are referred
to as A-type and B-type boundary conditions [32]. In the context of string theory, where
boundary conditions define so called D-branes, these special boundary conditions are the
A- and B-branes [33, 34].
The three-dimensional N = 2 theories with boundary also possess boundary condi-
tions related to the A- and B-types [35–37] that are classified by the 2D subalgebras that
are preserved after the boundary is introduced. The choice of boundary conditions is a
necessary step in the computation of path integrals via supersymmetric localization [22,
38] or supersymmetric half-indices via “sum over words” of classical UV operators [39].
Supercurrent multiplets
In any supersymmetric theory, the fields are (by definition) organized into representations
of the supersymmetry algebra. Currents and charges of any symmetry are represented
(classically) as function(al)s on those fields. One can study many universal features of
supersymmetric theories by organizing these currents into representations of the super-
symmetry algebra, i.e., into superfields (when the theory admits a superspace description)
with symmetry currents as components. These are the so called supercurrent multiplets
which will be discussed at length in chapter 3.
The identification of supercurrent multiplets has many advantages. Firstly, as a purely
representation-theoretic construction, it is independent of a Lagrangian description and
applies also to field theories that do not admit such a description. Secondly, the structure
of supersymmetry algebras and its action on the superfields dictates that the supercur-
rents (the symmetry currents associated to supersymmetry) and the energy-momentum
tensor are part of the supercurrent multiplets. The superfields satisfy further (defining)
constraints that imply conservation of those currents. Since the multiplet contain the
energy momentum tensor, one can use them to identify spacetime directions that can be
twisted. Lastly, supercurrent multiplets are a technical tool for supersymmetric localiza-
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tion techniques on curved backgrounds [40] mentioned in the previous subsections5.
Connecting to the topic of this subsection, one can then ask how to consistently
extend supercurrent multiplets in theories with boundary. Their definitions change both
because the supersymmetry algebra is broken to a smaller subalgebra, but also because
the some currents that form their components are no longer conserved. The contents
of the latter part of this thesis (chapter 3) are dedicated to discussing this question in
three-dimensional theories with boundaries.
1.2 A brief introduction to quantum rings
In this section we will introduce the necessary notions for quantum cohomology and
quantum K-theory. Our discussion is by no means rigorous or detailed, and we refer the
reader to the mathematical literature for details. We begin with a brief introduction to
quantum cohomology, as it is the precursor for quantum K-theory, which we describe
afterwards. In addition, this relationship is deeply embedded in the physical descriptions
related to supersymmetric theories from the previous section
2D N = (2, 2) theory with target space X ←→ Quantum cohomology on X
3D N = 2 theory with target space X ←→ Quantum K-theory on X
Many results from the study of quantum K-theory from 3D supersymmetric gauge theo-
ries have their two-dimensional analog in quantum cohomology, which therefore serve as
‘guiding’ principles. The various features that do not have an analog are also subject of
current research.
1.2.1 Quantum cohomology
Quantum cohomology is a deformation of the cup-product ring structure of classical co-
homology of Kähler manifolds X6. The deformation is motivated by physical arguments
[41–44], by counting so-called worldsheet instanton contributions. However its proper-
ties, e.g., associativity, have implications for the enumerative geometry of X and and
the new deformed structure constants encode the Gromov-Witten invariants of X. By
viewing classical cohomology of a X as the study of intersection theory of X, we may
describe quantum cohomology as intersection theory of the space of marked holomorphic
curves in X. For general X and general curves, these spaces are mathematically “wild”.
For sufficiently “nice” X and under assumptions on the curves, these spaces become
themselves possibly singular manifolds that admit an appropriate compactification. One
such compactification, which we use in this introduction, is the moduli spaces of stable
maps Mg,n(X, β). Here, g is the genus of the curves, n is the number of marked points
p1, . . . , pn on the curve and β ∈ Heff.2 , where Heff.2 ⊂ H2(X,Z) are the effective curve
classes, controls the degree of the curve. The cohomology of X is recovered in the limit
β = 0 of constant curves.
5One extends the flat space supersymmetry to supergravity, including (background) metric fields and
superpartners. The metric is then coupled in an automatically supersymmetric fashion to the stress-
tensor, by using the supercurrent multiplet as opposed to components, and the variation of background
fields is set to zero.
6The Kähler condition can be weakened.
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Let us list some of the ingredients necessary in a loose fashion. For mathematical




Σg, (p1, . . . , pn)
)
→ X, (1.7)
where pi’s are marked points on the genus g curve Σg. The maps must “realize” the class
β ∈ Heff.2 , i.e.,
f∗[Σg] = β (1.8)
and must satisfy further stability conditions we do not list here (see [25] for details).
There is a natural evaluation map
ev :Mg,n(X, β)→ Xn, f 7→
(
f(p1), . . . , f(pn)
)
, (1.9)
with components evi. There is also a stabilization map
st :Mg,n(X, β)→Mg,n (1.10)
defined by forgetting the holomorphic maps, where on the right-hand side we have the
(Deligne-Mumford compactified) moduli space of curves of genus g with n markings, of
dimension dimMg,n = 3g − 3 + n. The expected dimension of Mg,n(X, β) is
d = dimMg,n(X, β) = (1− g)(dimX − 3)− 〈β, c1(X)〉+ n, (1.11)




allowing us to integrate. Given classes γi ∈ H∗(X), the Gromov-Witten invariants of X
then look like
Ig,n,β(γ1, . . . , γn) =
∫
[Mg,n(X,β)]
ev∗(γ1) ∪ · · · ∪ ev∗(γn). (1.12)
Roughly speaking, these numbers count the number of holomorphic curves f(Σg) ⊂ X
of genus g, homology class β that are intersecting the cycles γ̃i ∈ H∗(X) (Poincaré dual
to γi) such that f(p1) ∈ γ̃i (by picking representatives for the cycles). In other words,
the refined intersection theory counts the ways that cycles can touch “modulo” degree β
holomorphic curves in X.
The genus zero Gromov-Witten invariants with three arguments define a quantum




a ∪ b, a, b ∈ H∗(X), (1.13)
and fix a basis φi for H





(g−1)ij) and denote by ω the complexified Kähler class of X. Then the formula







where the Novikov variable Qβ is defined as Qβ = e2πi
∫
β ω, defines the multiplication
∗ in the small quantum cohomology ring. The ring H∗(X) ⊗ C[[Q1, . . . , Qh2(X)]]7 is a
7Given a ring R, R[t] denotes the polynomial ring in t with coefficients in R. Similarly, R[[t]] denotes
formal power series in t with coefficients in R and R(t) denotes rational functions in t over R.
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deformation of classical cohomology by the variables Qβ. It is easy to see that the product
with β = 0 is the classical cup product on cohomology. The product is also associative,
and satisfies (a ∗ b, c)X = (a, b ∗ c)X and
∫
X
a ∗ b = (a, b)X , i.e., it is a Frobenius algebra.
One can also “enlarge” the deformation by dimH∗(X) new paramemeters called in-





and classes a, b ∈ H∗(X). Then the formula8









I0,n+3,β(a, b, φi, t
n)Qβφi (1.16)
defines the multiplication ? in the big quantum cohomology ring. The ring H∗(X) ⊗
C[[Q1, . . . , Qh2(X), t0, . . . , tdimH∗(X)−1]]9 is a deformation of classical cohomology. Restrict-
ing to ti = 0 yields the small quantum deformation (and product) defined above. The
big quantum multiplication still satisfies (a ? b, c)X = (a, b ? c)X and forms a Frobenius
algebra. The structure of the big quantum ring is often described in terms of the so called










It can be thought of as the generating function for the Gromov-Witten invariants; fur-
thermore we can show that (or equivalently define)






More generally, we are interested in the gravitational correlators10






ev∗(γi) ∪ c1(Li)∪di , (1.19)
where α ∈ H∗(Mg,n) (chosen to be trivial for the following) and Li’s are the universal
cotangent line bundles over Mg,n(X, β), (loosely) defined by requiring the fiber over
f ∈Mg,n(X, β) to be the cotangent space T ∗piΣg.
For di = 0 and trivial class α, we obtain the Gromov-Witten invariants defined above.
One usually also studys the richer correlators with insertions t (1.15) of genus g by the
formal sum







〈τd1γ1, . . . , τdkγk, tn〉g,n+k,βQβ (1.20)
8Here, I0,n,β(t
n) = I0,n,β(t, . . . , t) with n-insertions.
9See footnote 7 for notation.
10The correlators deserve their name as they are identified with
〈τd1γ1, . . . , τdnγn〉g,n,β =
〈Od1,γ1 · · · Odn,γn〉
d1! · · · dn!
,
where Od,γ , d = 0, 1, . . . , are operators obtained from the operator Oγ associated to γ ∈ H∗(X) as in
(1.5), via the so called gravitational descent [44].
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where tn denotes n insertions t, . . . , t.
1.2.2 Givental’s cohomological J-function
The correlators and correlators with insertions t can be nicely “packaged” into the so-
called Givental J-function [50] which we describe now. We consider the trivial H∗(X)-
bundle over the space T of t-parameters with coordinates (1.15), and the Givental con-







where ~ is a parameter11. Associativity of ? is in fact equivalent to flatness of ∇~,




equation [51, 52]. We then define the formal sections S : H∗(X) → H∗(X) by the
endomorphism




where gij is defined by (1.13) in the basis φ0, . . . , φdimH∗(X) and we conveniently abbreviate
the infinite summation as




















by interpreting cn as τn, representing an insertion of c1(Li)n as in (1.19). Clearly, the
sections are complicated functions of Q and ti’s. However, one can show that these are




= φi ? Sjk. (1.24)














As with the endomorphisms Sij, the dependence on Q and ti’s is complicated. However,
the flatness equations (1.24) imply that certain relations must hold. In particular, let
D(~ ∂
∂t
, et, ~) represent a formal differential operator defined as a formal power series in the
~ ∂
∂ti
’s, eti ’s and ~, and let D(φi, Qi, 0) the cohomology-valued formal power series obtained
by setting ~ ∂
∂ti
→ φi, eti → Qi, replacing product with (small) quantum product and
~ = 0 afterwards. Then the flatness equations imply [25] that
D(~ ∂
∂t
, et, ~) · JX = 0 =⇒ D(φi, Qi, 0) = 0 in small quantum cohomology. (1.26)
The operator D annihilating JX is called a quantum differential operator.
11More precisely, a generator of H2C∗(pt), implying we have “refined” our treatment to C∗-equivariant
Gromov-Witten invariants. See [50] for details.
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1.2.3 Quantum K-theory
Quantum K-theory and the study of K-theoretic Gromov-Witten invariants was first
discussed by Givental [53] and Lee [54]. In this subsection we give a brief non-technical
description of relevant notions following also [55, 56].
As discussed in the previous subsection, we may refine the study of intersection theory
on a Kähler manifold X by looking at the intersection theory on Mg,n(X, β) instead.
A similar refinement can be considered for K-theory, by viewing classical K-theory as
the study of sheaves, or equivalently for smooth X, vector bundles. From this point
of view, quantum K-theory is the study of complex vector bundles over the spaces of
holomorphic curves into X. The various ingredients are defined in parallel to (quantum)
cohomology. The (classical) product is now given by the tensor product of vector bundles.






, and the intersection pairing on X is replaced by the holomorphic Euler
characteristic










td(X) ch(a) ch(b) (1.27)
where on the right-hand side we have used the Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch theorem for
the sheaves a, b. Given classes γi ∈ K(X), the K-theoretic Gromov-Witten invariants
then look like
Ig,n,β(γ1, . . . , γn) = χ
(
Mg,n(X, β);OMg,n(X,β) ⊗ ev
∗
1(γ1)⊗ · · · ⊗ ev∗n(γn)
)
. (1.28)




as in (1.19) and a class
α ∈ K(Mg,n) (chosen trivial henceforth) the ordinary K-theoretic graviational correlators
are









The quantum K-theory ring may then be deformed by the genus zero invariants, analo-









where Qβ is defined as in the previous subsection, with Heff.2 ⊂ H2(X,Z) denoting the
subgroup of effective curve classes, and the deformation t now denotes a general point in





The GW potential is valued in C[[Q, t]] = C[[Q1, . . . , Qh2(X), t0, . . . , tdimK(X)−1]]12, the
extension of the Novikov ring C[[Q]] by the deformations t. The (big) deformed ring
12See footnote 7 for notation.
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structure can be defined using the non-constant pairing G : K(X) ×K(X) → C[[Q, t]],
acting on basis elements as
Gij := G(Φi,Φj) =
∂3
∂t0 ∂ti ∂tj
F = gij + ∂i∂jF . (1.32)
One can check that







〈Φi,Φj, tn〉0,n+2,β, Gij|t=0,Q=0 = gij, (1.33)
where gij = χ(X; Φi ⊗Φj). The big quantum product ? on K-theory of X is then defined
implicitly in the basis Φi by the non-constant pairing G as











K(X) ⊗ C[[Q, t]] is a deformation of the classical K-theory ring, and reduces to it upon
setting Q = 0 (the dependence on t drops in when Q = 0). The element Φ0 = 1 = [OX ]
remains the identity in the quantum product. The product is associative and commutative
by virtue of (1.34) and the K-theoretic WDVV equation [53, 54] and forms a Frobenious
algebra, i.e., G(Φi ? Φj,Φk) = G(Φi,Φj ? Φk). The restriction to t = 0 yields the small
quantum K-ring K(X)⊗ C[[Q]] of X with product ?|t=0 = ∗.
1.2.4 K-theoretic J-function
Just as in the cohomological case, the K-theoretic correlators and quantum products are
equipped with interesting structures. Let us consider the symplectic loop space13 K of X
[55, 57]
K := K(X)⊗ C[[Q]]⊗ C(q, q−1), (1.35)











, f, g ∈ K. (1.36)
The loop space K admits a Lagrangian polarization
K = K+ ⊕K−, (1.37)
where
K+ = C[q, q−1]⊗K(X)⊗ C[[Q]],
K− = {r ∈ C(q, q−1)|r(0) 6=∞, r(∞) = 0} ⊗K(X)⊗ C[[Q]],
(1.38)
i.e., K+ contains only Laurent polynomials in q and K− rational functions in q where the
denominators are regular at 0 and have strictly higher degree than their numerators.
13See footnote 7 for notation.
14In fact, q can be thought of as a KC∗(pt)-equivariant parameter analogously to ~ in quantum coho-
mology. The ‘Chern map’ relates q = e−~.
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= (1− q) ∂
∂ti
+ Φi?, i = 0, . . . , dimK(X)− 1. (1.39)
Once again, this is a flat connection [53]. We can also write an explicit fundamental
solution matrix S ∈ EndK(X)⊗ C(q, q−1)⊗ C[[Q, t]] for flat sections















where again Φj/(1 − qL) = Φj
∑
k≥0(qL)k with qkLk is interpreted as τkΦj, i.e., an
insertion of L⊗kn+2 in the holomorphic Euler number. The endomorphism S(Q, q, t), along
with another endomorphism T (Q, q, t), can be introduced in an equivalent way by
G(Φi, SΦj) = Sij, g(TΦi,Φj) = Sij, (1.41)
where f ∈ K denotes f(q−1) ∈ K. With these definitions S, T satisfy the differential
equations
(1− q)∂iS + Φi ? S = 0,
(1− q)∂iT = T (Φi?),
(1.42)
and furthermore also satisfy [56]
S = T−1, S|q→∞ = T |q→∞ = id, S|Q=0,t=0 = T |Q=0,t=0 = id, (1.43)
showing that T is also a fundamental solution matrix. The endomorphisms fulfill the
compatibility equations with the pairings g and G:
g(TΦi, TΦj) = G(Φi,Φj), G(SΦi, SΦj) = g(Φi,Φj). (1.44)
The endomorphisms S, T can be used to equip K with a q-difference module structure16,
generated by the q-shift operator qθ, θ = Q ∂
∂Q
. The operator preserves the space T · K+
[55], and we can introduce the q-difference equations17
Sqθr = Arq
θrS, qθrT = TArq
θr , r = 1, . . . , h2, (1.45)
where the endomorphism Ar(Q, q, t) ∈ EndK(X) ⊗ C[[Q, t]] is (for now, tautologically)
defined by
Ar = T
−1(Qr)T (qQr) = S(Qr)S
−1(qQr). (1.46)
15Note a slight convention change compared to cohomological versions, leading to some relative (ex-
ponent) signs. We follow the notation of [56].
16This is a new development compared to quantum cohomology, where the extended rings form a
differential quantum D-module structure (see e.g., [58]).
17We adopt the correction by ‘logarithms of K-theoretic Chern roots’ P
logQi/ log q
i (see [56]), which in
chapter 2 corresponds to terms of the form Qεaa ‘correcting’ the I-function.
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The appearance of a difference module structure in quantum K-theory was interpreted
via deck transformations on the loop space LX in [59, p. V].
The Givental J-function for ordinary quantum K-theory on X is then defined as
J(Q, q, t) = (1− q)TΦ0


















where t(q) ∈ K(X)[q, q−1] is called the input and in the last line we have used an im-
plication of the string equation [54]. Note that previously t ∈ K(X); the extension
to Laurent polynomials in q implies the input t(q) =
∑
a taq
a can now come with line
bundle insertions L⊗a. The above expansion is a decomposition into K+ ⊕ K−, where
J = (1−q)+ t(q) mod K−. In other words, the J-function (minus the dilaton shift 1−q)
is the graph of a function


















The study of K-theoretic Gromov-Witten invariant can be refined by considering the
action of the symmetric group Sn (or subgroups thereof) on Mg,n(X, β) by the auto-
morphisms that permute the marked points. The equivariant n-insertion correlators are
organized into representations labeled by Young diagrams µ of the symmetric group (see
[59, p. I] for definitions)









The ordinary, non-equivariant correlators are recovered by









The restriction to the symmetric representations, labeled by the trivial partition µ = (n),
leads to symmetric correlators χSn;symMg,n(X,β)
(
τ1(q), . . . , τm(q); t(q)
)
.
The refined correlators can be collected into refined J-functions, just as in the ordinary
case (1.47). In particular we have the permutation-equivariant J-function














where σµ ∈ Λ denotes a Schur polynomial in formal variables {x1, . . . , }, labeling the
symmetric representations, where Λ = C[[x1, . . .]]Sym is an extension of the Novikov ring.
The equivariant input t(q) · σ1 is now valued in K+ ⊗ Λ.
The permutation-symmetric J-function is the restriction
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with t(q) ∈ K+. There can also be mixed versions with two kinds of input,















As we will see, the correspondence between 3D gauge theories with target space X and
quantum K-theory asserts that the path integral determines the permutation-symmetric
quantum K-theoretic J-function for X. At zero input, all the J-functions coincide and
are referred to as the “unperturbed” J-function













1.3 Outline and outlook
1.3.1 Summary of chapter 2
We begin the chapter by the computation of the partition function of a non-Abelian gauge
theory defined in the UV, the three-dimensional version [60–64] of Witten’s gauged linear
sigma model [65, 66] (GLSM). As described in [67], there’s is an uplift of the corre-
spondence between two-dimensional GLSMs and quantum cohomology (a deformation of
classical cohomology) [41, 43, 44]: the 3D GLSM/quantum K-theory correspondence for
GLSMs on Σ× S1, where Σ = D2 or Σ = S2.
The theory is a non-trivial extension of results in [67, 68] to gauge theories with a
non-Abelian gauge group. The GLSM in question has a geometric phase (i.e., a region
in its parameter space) where the low-energy description of the GLSM reduces to a non-
linear sigma model with target space Gr(M,N), the complex Grassmannian. The result
of the path-integral computation is of the schematic form
ZD2×qS1 =
∮
dε fGr(M,N)(ε, q)IGr(M,N)(Q, ε, q), (1.55)
where the function I, called the I-function, captures K-theoretic invariants for Gr(M,N).
The physical incarnations of K-theory generators are the BPS Wilson loops wrapping the
S1 factor. In the remainder of the chapter we study the algebra of Wilson loops by
studying the properties of this function. In accordance to the 3D GLSM/quantum K-
theory correspondence we identify versions of these algebras with quantum rings. We find
agreement with the rings computed by mathematicians by different methods, whenever a
comparison is possible. We end chapter 2 by discussing perturbations of the theory that
capture the IR parameter space, and mathematically correspond to further extensions
into the so called big quantum K-ring for Gr(M,N).
1.3.2 Summary of chapter 3
We start the chapter with a thorough discussion of Noether’s theorem and generalize the
classical statement to the cases with boundary. We then recall the structure and features
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of supercurrent multiplets in three-dimensional bulk theories, following [69]. Then we dis-
cuss at length how these structures must be modified in the presence of two-dimensional
boundaries (focusing on B-type boundary conditions preserving an N = (0, 2) subalge-
bra), and formulate an Ansatz for their new definitions, check those for consistency and
formulate so called integrated supercurrent multiplets. The integrated multiplets retain
certain nice features that are present in two-dimensional supercurrent multiplets but are
“lost” for general cases with boundary. We end the chapter with a detailed application
on a simple example: a 3D chiral field with a superpotential. We compute its supercur-
rent multiplets, discuss supersymmetric boundary conditions and the three-dimensional
analog of the Warner problem [70] and its relation to 3D matrix factorizations.
1.3.3 Related topics and outlook
Let us list some interesting topics that are relevant to this work and some open directions,
in no particular order.
 Large part of the work in chapter 2 is deeply related to the so called gauge/Bethe
correspondence between supersymmetric theories and integrable systems [71–73].
The connection of quantum K-theory to integrable systems and quantum groups is
also relevant in [74–77], and in particular for Grassmannians in [78, 79].
 The GLSM/quantum ring correspondence from two-dimensional models on Σ and
three-dimensional models on Σ×S1 is expected to also have another uplift to four-
dimensional models on Σ × T 2. The associated ring is expected to be a quantum
deformation of elliptic cohomology [80] of the target space. The overarching struc-
ture of the quantum rings is governed by so called formal group laws of cobordism
invariants [81].
 The results from chapter 3 can also be generalized to other dimensions and other
supersymmetries that allow a superspace description. In addition it would be in-
teresting to generalize the results into curved backgrounds, where a supergravity-
analog of the statements is expected. Another interesting venture is the explicit
physical description of additional non-trivial examples of 3D matrix factorizations.
Chapter 2
Quantum invariants of Gr(M,N)
from supersymmetric theories
In this chapter we will describe the computation of quantum K-theory invariants for
complex Grassmannians Gr(M,N) from supersymmetric gauge theories. The computa-
tion is an implication of the GLSM/quantum K-theory correspondence [67, 68], briefly
mentioned in the introduction 1. The theory in question is a three-dimensional version
of the non-Abelian gauged linear sigma model [66]. In the geometric phase [65], its low
energy limit is a non-linear sigma model with Gr(M,N) target space. The contents of
the chapter closely follow the results of the papers [1] and [2] by Prof. Dr. Hans Jockers,
Prof. Dr. Peter Mayr, Dr. Urmi Ninad and the author.
Notation note: In this chapter, Greek letters µ, ν, . . . denote Young diagrams.
2.1 The K-theoretic I-function from gauge theory
2.1.1 Partition function on D2 ×q S1
In this subsection we describe the computation of the K-theoretic I-function for the
complex Grassmannian X = Gr(M,N) from the partition function of an N = 2 U(M)
gauge theory, defined in the UV with N fundamental chiral multiplets on an D2 ×q S1
background. The parameter q here is a geometric twisting parameter, in the sense that
following a loop around S1, a point z ∈ D2 is sent to qz (see [10] for details). Both vector
and chiral multiplets are assigned Neumann boundary conditions (N ,N) as in [22]. The
computation closely follows the results of [2], to produce the result stated also in [1] (see
also [82] for a similar result).
Collecting supersymmetric localization results
The partition function ZD2×qS1 of the gauge theory has been computed via supersym-
metric localization on the Coulomb branch [10, 22, 38]. We follow mostly the explicit last
reference. Given that the spacetime background D2 ×q S1 has a T 2-boundary, we must
first choose appropriate boundary conditions for all fields, as well as for Chern-Simons
terms, in order to preserve (some) supersymmetry. This can be done consistently by pos-
sibly adding boundary terms to cancel supersymmetry violating terms [22] (see also [3] for
a detailed, flat-space discussion). Then by deforming the action by a supersymmetrically
exact term, the original infinite-dimensional path integral reduces to a finite-dimensional
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integral over Coulomb branch parameters Lie(G) = u(M), implemented by Wilson loops.









where za = e
σa for a = 1, . . . ,M are Wilson loops associated each of the Cartan generators
of U(1)M ⊂ U(M). The classical contribution is given by Chern-Simons and Fayet-
Iliopoulos contributions
Zclass. = ZCS · ZFI, (2.2)










where κS measures the bare SU(M) gauge/gauge level, κA measures the bare diagonal
U(1) gauge/gauge level, while κR captures the bare diagonal U(1)-gauge/U(1)R-flavor
level. In principle one can add further gauge/flavor or background flavor/flavor levels in
the theory, which will affect the final result only by overall factors. Here the variable
q = e−β~, (2.4)
is the U(1) weight of rotation in U(1)R ×U(1)spin generated by a rotation around the S1
factor in D2×qS1, where β is tha radius of the S1 factor. We set β = 1 for most of the fol-
lowing computations. The bare levels are ‘corrected’ by Chern-Simons-like terms coming
from integrating out charged fermions [61], leading to different effective levels captured
by (κ̂S, κ̂A, κ̂R), to be determined later in (2.24). Invariance under large gauge transfor-
mations (determined in 3D by π3(G)) and three-dimensional parity anomaly cancelation




∈ Z, κ̂R ∈ Z/2. (2.5)
The Fayet-Iliopoulos contribution to the finite integral is
ZFI = e2πζ tr(σ) = Q̃
−
tr(σ)
log q , Q̃ = q−2πζ , (2.6)
where ζ is the real Fayet-Iliopoulos constant.
The 1-loop corrections contain the 1-loop determinants for the field theory content,
namely 3D vector and chiral multiplets, as well as possible 2D (N = (0, 2)) chiral and
Fermi multiplets
Z1-loop = Zvect. · Zchir. · Z2D matter. (2.7)













2)− trU(1)(σ2) and trR(σ) = tr(σ) =
∑
a σa.
2Note that when Neumann boundary conditions N are used for the gauge fields on the T 2-boundary,
there is a non-trivial boundary anomaly captured by these effective Chern-Simons levels. Strictly speak-
ing, the computation of this subsection is valid only when the bare CS levels are chosen such that the
effective ones are zero, otherwise the theory is ‘sick’. We will nevertheless keep an explicit dependence on
the effective levels, to produce an I-function depending on three (half-)integer parameters. In the next
subsection 2.1.2 we will again extract the I-function using Dirichlet boundary conditions D for the gauge
fields, allowing us — from a physical perspective — to keep the effective levels to non-trivial values.
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In this work we do not consider contributions from boundary matter, and the correspond-







































−c` log y` ; q)∞.
(2.8)
where








Here, r is the R-charge of the chiral fields (and q1/2 the corresponding fugacity), while c`
and y` are the flavor charges and fugacities respectively for any present (Abelian) flavor
symmetries. See appendix A for our definitions of basic functions. For a U(M) gauge
theory, the roots α are indexed all pairs a 6= b with a, b ∈ 1, . . . ,M so that
αab(σ) = σa − σb =: σab, (2.10)
while the weights ρ of the fundamental representation are simply labeled by a’s with
ρa(σ) = σa. (2.11)
We consider N chiral multiplets with Neumann boundary conditions, R-charge zero, and



























where in the last line we have omitted irrelevant constant factors depending on the flavor
fugacities3. For the remainder of the work we set the flavor charges of all chiral fields to
zero, so that y` = 0 for all ` (see [2] for further discussion).
Summing the poles
For large ζ and Q, we have |q| < 1 and the integral picks up a pole from the chiral
contributions coming from the q-Pochhammer symbol in the denominator. Under the
variable transformation defined implicitly by




3We have also disregarded mixed terms ∼ σa log y`2 log q in the exponent, as they correspond shifts in mixed
gauge/flavor Chern-Simons terms, which we do not consider.
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with εa ∈ C and da ∈ Z≥0, there is a pole at εa = 0 for each da ≥ 0. Collecting all the






















where the explicit q-exponent terms are collected into
CS(d̃) =







2) + (κR − N4 ) trR(d̃), (2.15)
which contains bare Chern-Simons terms, as well as shifts from the 1-loop determinants
(2.12), after using the identity
M∑
a6=b
d̃2ab = 2M trSU(M)(d̃
2). (2.16)
Again, dab = da − db and similarly for other doubly indexed variables. The infinite













































































































where we have also used that
M∑
a<b
dab = (M + 1)
M∑
a=1
da mod 2. (2.19)
We substitute the massaged q-Pochhammer expressions back in (2.14) and define
Q = (−1)N+MQ̃ = (−1)N+Mq−2πζ , (2.20)









fGr(M,N)(q, ε) · ISQKGr(M,N)(Q, q, ε), (2.21)
where we have collected all Q-dependent terms and summed over the da-dependent terms
in the normalized K-theoretic I-function
































2) + κ̂R trR(d̃) (2.23)
where the triple (κ̂S, κ̂A, κ̂R) are the effective Chern-Simons levels satisfying the integral-
ity conditions (2.5), given in terms of the bare levels (2.3) by
κ̂S = κS −M +
N
2
, κ̂A = κA +
N
2




The normalization factor is















The statement of 3d gauge theory/quantum K-theory correspondence from [67] in this
case reads:
The generalized q-series ISQKGr(M,N)(Q, q, ε) computes the I-function of the
permutation-symmetric quantum K-theory of X = Gr(M,N) defined in ref. [59].
For κ̂S, κ̂A, κ̂R = 0, it corresponds to the level-zero I-function [86]. When the effective CS
levels are non-trivial, we obtain a three-parameter family of I-functions. One can check
(cf. discussion in page 26) that on the one-parameter slices (κ̂S, κ̂A, κ̂R) = (`, `,−`/2)
and (κ̂S, κ̂A, κ̂R) = (0,M`det,−`det/2) the above result respectively reproduces the I-
functions at level ` in the fundamental representation of U(M) and at level `det in
the determinantal representation of U(M) in quantum K-theory with level structure, as
defined in ref. [87] (see also refs. [82, 88–90]).
All remaining Q- and da-independent terms have been collected in the so called folding
factor [2, 67, 68]
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Contour integrals as integrals on X
The path integral (2.21) can be recast as an integral over X = Gr(M,N). To illustrate
this, we must identify the remaining εa-variables with cohomological elements: setting
ε̃a = logq εa we identify
ε̃a = β · xa (2.27)
where xa denote the Chern roots of the dual tautological bundle S
∗ over X = Gr(M,N).
In other words, εa’s are rescaled cohomological elements.
4










FH(σµ) = F(N−M)M , (2.28)







, ε̃ab = ε̃a − ε̃b, (2.29)
transforms a contour integration to an integration on X. The formula can be interpreted
as follows. Any symmetric polynomial F defines a cohomology class FH on X since we





where the right-hand side is FH after identifying Schur polynomials inside the M ×
(N −M)-box with generators of H∗(X), associated to Poincaré duals of Schubert cells
[95]. The integration (2.28) then simply “picks out” the coefficient F(N−M)M of the top
cohomology class σ(N−M)M ∈ H2 dimX(X) given by a “full” M × (N −M)-box.




















Equations (2.28) and (2.31) are in fact equivalent (see [93], Theorem 1.8).
4The Chern roots xa are of course not elements of H
∗(X), as S∗ does not split. However, by con-
struction the elementary symmetric polynomials (−1)aσ1a in the xa (expressed here in terms of Schur
polynomials) are the Chern classes ca(x) of S and therefore represent elements of H
∗(X). Together
with the Chern classes of the quotient bundle Q, which are expressible in terms of xa as ci(Q) = σi(x),
they provide in fact a valid presentation of H∗(X) with the relation c(S)c(Q) = 1, It follows that
H∗(X) is generated as a vector space by Schur polynomials σµ in the xa’s, with µ ⊆ BM×(N−M) in-
side a box BM×(N−M) of height M and length N −M . One may also identify xa as the generators
of H∗(Y ), Y = (PN−1)M , where we view Y as the “intermediate” symplectic quotient by the maximal
torus U(1)M ⊂ U(M). Both points of view (the S∗ bundle and the symplectic quotient construction)
are equally good for our purposes. See [91–93] for the cohomological symplectic quotient construction,
and [94] for related K-theoretic versions. For more details on H∗(X) and the characteristic classes of X,
we refer the reader to the appendix B.
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The partition function as a geometric integral
With the identification of εa’s as rescaled Chern roots of S
∗ on X = Gr(M,N) from
the previous subsubsection, we may now express the folding factor (2.26) in terms of
characteristic classes.










a=1 εa tdq(X) · Γq(X) · EX(ε̃)
(2.33)
where Γq(X) is the q-Gamma class (B.62) of X and tdq stands for the Todd class (B.61)
with rescaled Chern roots xa 7→ ε̃a = logq εa and EX is the ‘Euler class’ (2.29). The
q-Gamma class Γq(X) is the proposed [67] q-generalization of the ordinary Γ-class as
discussed e.g., in [96, 97]. In the small radius limit β → 0, where q → 1, the q-Gamma
class is mapped to the Gamma class of X upon the identification (2.27) [98]. In two-
dimensional theories, the Γ-class defines an integral structure in quantum cohomology
[99], and is related to the central charge of D-branes on ∂D2 = S1. The q-uplift Γq is
expected to play analogous roles for quantum K-theory and elliptic boundary conditions
on ∂(D2 ×q S1) = T 2.
Secondly, the explicit sums over εa’s in (q-)exponents in (2.26) can be expressed as in
terms of Chern classes and characters of X using (B.60), (B.64). Finally, writing infinite
q-Pochhammer symbols using the Dedekind eta function
η(q) = q1/24(q; q)∞, |q| < 1, (2.34)
we can collect everything into
















κR trR(ε) + CS(−ε)
= −1
2
c1(ε)− ch2(ε) + CS(−ε),
(2.36)
captures the total anomaly term. Here CS(−ε) is given by the restriction da = 0 in
(2.23). The remaining factor is








This concludes the expression of fGr(M,N) in terms of characteristic classes. We refer the
reader to the summary of this section in 2.1.3 for further discussion.
2.1.2 From half-index to I-function
The half-index
Apart from the localization computation of the previous section, one may also compute




2 xf , (2.38)
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where F is the fermion operator, J is generated two-dimensional rotations on the bound-
ary torus, R is the R-charge and x and f are general flavor fugacities and charges re-
spectively. The half-index counts half-BPS boundary operators in the cohomology of the
supercharge operator preserved by a supersymmetric boundary condition B [36, 38, 39].
In the case of Neumann boundary conditions N for the gauge fields, the computation
of IN involves an integration over u(M) Coulomb branch parameters, to project to gauge-
invariant observables. Furthermore, it is only valid for zero effective CS levels as well,
and IN is thus a priori only indirectly sensitive to them. Both the integration and the
indirect sensitivity to bare CS levels, is completely analogous to the partition function
calculation via localization from the previous subsection.
On the other hand, we may also choose Dirichlet boundary conditions D for the gauge
fields. In that case, the boundary condition sets Aµ|∂ = 0 and the only remaining gauge
transformations on the boundary are the ones that are constant along the boundary direc-
tions. The U(M) gauge symmetry is thus broken, and the constant gauge transformation
build a remnant, global U(M)∂ symmetry.
The result for ID was computed as a non-perturbative sum over boundary monopole
sectors in [39]. The presence of the monopoles shifts the charges of contributions of
matter and gauge fields to the index due to the presence of magnetic flux counting the
monopole sectors. In addition, CS levels explicitly enter the sum over sectors, and the
index is directly sensitive to them. However, the global nature of the U(M)∂ symmetry
means that one does not have to choose bare Chern-Simons levels that cancel anomalous
terms. The CS parameters in the I-function extracted from the ID index can then be
chosen freely.
The general proposal from [39]
For our U(M) gauge theory with N chiral multiplets with (D,N) boundary conditions,
the proposal in [39] for the half-index is















INchir, N(qm+τ ) , (2.39)




= ZM counts the monopole sectors, qτa with a = 1, . . . ,M
are the fugacities for the boundary U(M)∂ flavor symmetry, z is the fugacity for the
topological U(1) flavor symmetry corresponding to the FI terms and again mab = ma −
mb, τab = τa−τb. The effective (boundary) gauge/gauge Chern-Simons levels as proposed
in [39] are captured by the M ×M -matrix K with entries




where κ̃S is the SU(M)-level, κ̃A is the Abelian U(1)-level and κ̃R captures the gauge/R-
symmetry CS level. The denominator accounts for the contribution of the vector multi-
plet. The contributions from chiral fields with Neumann boundary conditions N is
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Extracting the I-function with general CS levels
To rewrite the proposed half-index (2.39), note that we may write the chiral contribution











where in the last equation we have used (A.3). The finite product in the numerator is




r=1 (1− qr+τa) , when ma > 0∏−ma
r=1
1
1−qτa−r , when ma ≤ 0
. (2.43)
The overall factor (1− qτa) = τa +O(τ 2a ) for ma positive implies that the leading order in
τa is in the contributions with ma ≤ 0. Note that the chemical potentials τa associated to
U(M)∂ play a similar role as εa’s in the Neumann computation of the partition function
(2.21): they are interpreted as (rescaled) Chern roots of the dual tautological bundle S∗
over X = Gr(M,N). In particular, they are nilpotent cohomological elements and terms































































































5With K as in (2.40), in the notation of footnote 1, we have
1
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We can rewrite the last line into the final result





























2) + (κ̃R +
N
2
) trR(m̃) . (2.49)
2.1.3 Results of this section
The path integral of an N = 2 U(M) gauge theory with N fundamental chirals on
D2 ×q S2 and Neumann boundary conditions (N ,N) for vector and chiral fields on T 2q
respectively computes the permutation-symmetric K-theoretic I-function for the Higgs








The K-theoretic I-function is K-theory-valued, i.e.,
ISQKGr(M,N)(Q, q, P ) =
∑
µ⊆BM×(N−M)
Iµ(Q, q)Oµ(1− P ). (2.51)
The IH-function given above is the image of I via the Chern character isomorphism
ch : K(X)→ H∗(X)7, and is cohomology-valued. It is derived from (2.22) by expanding
in terms of Schur polynomials




and interpreting the admissible Schur polynomials as rescaled H∗(Gr(M,N)) generators
associated to the (Poincaré duals to) Schubert cells [95] (see the appendix B for details).
6See footnote 1 for our sum conventions.
7Explicitly the ch sends K-theoretic Chern roots Pa to q
−εa , see page 26 and appendix B.2.
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The folding factor computed in (2.35) produces the following cohomological integration
kernel




with A from (2.36) and NX(q) as in (2.37).
The I-function depends on the Chern-Simons levels κ̂ appearing in the N = 2 gauge
theory. Strictly speaking, when using N boundary conditions for the gauge fields these
have to be chosen such that the effective levels are zero, otherwise the physical theory
is anomalous. In subsection 2.1.2 we computed the same I-function using D boundary
conditions for the gauge fields. The global nature of the remnant gauge symmetry on the
boundary means that the effective CS levels can be freely chosen here, up to integrality
constraints (see (2.5)). The dependence on the CS levels is important, as for levels outside
a certain “window” the I-function computed by the field theory will have a non-zero so
called input (see [1] and the discussion following in 2.2.2).
The two computations for Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions indicate that
ISQKGr(M,N) does not to depend on the boundary condition chosen; choosing different bound-
ary conditions amounts to inserting in (2.50) non-trivial brane factors fB(q
ε, q) [67, 68]
(see also [100, 101] for two-dimensional analogs). After resumming the poles (which sets
z ∼ q−ε), these become elliptic factors
fB(qz, q) = fB(z, q) (2.54)
and are constants with respect to q-difference equations satisfied by I. The factors can be
chosen in such a way to “pick out” a certain (linear combination of) I-function coefficients
Iµ from some (undetermined) basis of operators. In the language of [102, 103], the
partition function computes the overlap between the boundary state on T 2, labeled by
B, and the state determined by inserting an operator labeled by µ in the center of the
disk D2 via the state-operator map. See [67] for a detailed discussion.
2.2 Wilson loops, q-difference equations and small quantum K-theory
The K-theoretic I-function for Grassmannians Gr(M,N) computed via an N = 2 U(M)
gauge theory with N chiral multiplets from the previous section is























where CS(d̃), depending on three CS parameters (κ̂s, κ̂A, κ̂R), is given in (2.23) and c0 is
chosen such that ISQKGr(M,N)(0, q, ε) = 1 − q in (2.25). This function is of generalized basic
hypergeometric type [104, 105] and we will study its rich structure in this section.
2.2.1 Various expressions for the I-function
First we will collect various technical results: we will re-write the function ISQKGr(M,N) from
(2.55) in a few more ways to study its properties.
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Sum over multiplicative genera
Let us write the factors in (2.55) in yet another form. Using (2.18) backwards and
























(q1−εab ; q)dab . (2.56)










Lastly, the CS factor can be written









Substituting in (2.55), we find






















In this form, the I-function for zero effective CS levels is a sum over multiplicative genera
in the sense of (B.59).
Genuinely K-theory-valued
We can now also write the I-function as a genuinely K(X)-valued function, as opposed
to its ch image in H∗(X). The K-theoretic Chern roots Pa, a = 1, . . . , a of S have images
ch(Pa) = e
−xa and with setting β = 1 in the rescaling (2.27) and abusing notation we




ISQKGr(M,N)(Q, q, ε) = (1− q)(−Q)
−
∑M
a=1 εaI κ̂S ,κ̂A,κ̂RGr(M,N) (Q, q, P ), (2.61)
where


























As mentioned in page 19, the I-function for various one-parameter slices of CS levels
matches expressions in the literature. In the above form this is easy to verify.
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Via Abelian symplectic quotient








Physically, this means we are analyzing a U(1)M gauge theory instead of a U(M), which
leads to M different Fayet-Iliopoulos parameters ζa, thus defining M different Qa’s as
in (2.20), one in each vortex sector da. Mathematically, this means we’re analyzing the
symplectic quotient (PN−1)M = Hom(CM ,CN)//U(1)M by the maximal torus instead of
Gr(M,N) = Hom(CM ,CN)//U(M). Since h2
(
(PN−1)M) = M we obtain M parameters
Qa. The Abelianized I-function becomes
ÎSQKGr(M,N)(























where of course the “de-Abelianization” is
ISQKGr(M,N)(Q, q, ε) = Î
SQK
Gr(M,N)(
~Q, q, ε)|Qa=Q. (2.65)






















(qd̃a − qd̃b). (2.66)

















a<b d̃ad̃b . (2.67)
We can now write (2.64) as
ÎSQKGr(M,N)(
~Q, q, ε) = ∆ · ĨSQKGr(M,N)( ~Q, q, ε), (2.68)








acting on the Abelianized Qa’s and Ĩ
SQK
Gr(M,N) takes the quasi-factorized form
ĨSQKGr(M,N)(








Iα,β;daGr(1,N)(Qa, q, εa), (2.70)
where the factors in the product are the summands in the generalized PN−1 = Gr(1, N)
I-function:






, ISQKGr(1,N)(Q, q, ε) =
∑
d≥0
Iα,β;dGr(1,N)(Q, q, ε). (2.71)
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Equation (2.68) can be thought of as a three-dimensional/K-theoretic analog of the pro-
posal in the appendix of [106], later proved in [107]. The three CS parameters (κ̂S, κ̂A, κ̂R)
are shuffled into














κ̂S = α− γ −M,
κ̂A = α + γ(M − 1),





It is evident in this form, that ISQKGr(M,N) admits a series expansion in integral powers of q
only if the CS levels further satisfy the q-integrality congruence condition





≡ 2κ̂R mod 2
)
, (2.74)
where the original integrality condition (2.5) has been used.
2.2.2 Putting bounds on the permutation-symmetric input
Let us make a small digression and discuss the mapping between the UV and IR of our
3D gauge theory on Σ×S1, as well as subtleties concerning J-functions and I-functions.
The gauge theory we start with is defined in the UV as a gauged linear sigma model.
It flows in the IR (in the “geometric phase” [65]) to some non-linear sigma model with
a Kähler target space X, in our case a complex Grassmannian Gr(M,N). The non-
trivial computations of chiral rings and other BPS objects like Wilson lines, associated
to quantum rings of X, are performed in the IR. In the two-dimensional theories, e.g.,
in the limit of vanishing S1 radius of the Σ × S1 theory, the twisted chiral ring of the
N = (2, 2) theory corresponds to quantum cohomology. The IR correlators of the 2D
A-model can be identified with intersection products on the moduli space of stable maps
Σ → X, which in turn can be nicely described in terms of cohomological J-functions
(see section 1.2 for some details). The UV theory involves different of maps Σ→ X, the
quasi-maps (see for example [108–111] and references therein). The intersection products
on the moduli space of quasi-maps are then collected into the cohomological I-functions.
The 3D lift of a 2D theory on Σ to a theory on Σ × S1 with non-zero radius leads to
quantum K-theoretic analogs of these constructions.
The description of the UV and IR regimes is therefore different. Nevertheless, there are
‘protected’ quantities: the supersymmetric indices (e.g., the half-index from the previous
section) are invariant under the renormalization group flow and can then be used to study
the IR regime, for a given UV theory. The caveat is of course, that there is in general
a non-trivial mapping between UV and IR observables, known in 2D as the mirror map
[23, 112]. The mirror map relates I-functions to J-functions. However, when the mirror
map is trivial, the I- and J-functions coincide.
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The I-function computed by the gauge theory according to the proposal of [67] has,
in general, a non-trivial permutation-symmetric input t(q) ∈ K+ (1.52), where K+ is the
Lagrangian subspace of the symplectic loop space K = K+⊕K− (1.35) as discussed in the
introduction. In other words, we can expand the (ch-image of the) I-function computed
by the gauge theory as




, t(Q, q, ε) ∈ K+, Icorr.(t) ∈ K−. (2.75)
The non-trivial symmetric input can be removed by integrating in appropriate massive
fields in the UV. A non-zero input thus precisely indicates a non-trivial UV-IR mirror
map between parameters of the theory in the UV and IR: an unperturbed theory (i.e.,
without the massive fields) defined in the UV, leads in general to a perturbed theory
in the IR. The non-zero permutation-symmetric K+-part must be first removed for the
K− to encode IR correlators “on the nose”. We will discuss this point in more detail in
section 2.3.
For certain “window” of Chern-Simons levels (κ̂S, κ̂A, κ̂R) or (α, β, γ) (2.72), the I-
function computed by the gauge theory has trivial input t(Q, q, ε) = 0. In that case the
mirror map is trivial and the I-function computed by the gauge theory coincides with
Givental’s unperturbed J-function discussed in the introduction 1.2.4.
On a technical level, in view of the definition of K−, a zero input requires that the
I-function (e.g., in the form of (2.70) together with the Vandermonde factor (2.69)) to
only contain summands whose coefficients rational functions in q, where the denominators
are regular at 0 and have strictly higher degree than the numerators. This puts further
constraints on the allowed CS levels (α, β, γ), in addition to the integrality constraints
(2.5) and (2.74). While a precise, closed condition on α, β, γ is not easy to detect,
inspection of the “Abelian” PN−1-factor (2.71) shows that the window requires at least
the following condition to hold
0 ≤ α ≤ N. (2.76)
As an example, we find computationally that the following (α, β, γ)-triples lead to zero
input up to order Q10 in I
(α,β,γ)
Gr(2,4)(Q, q, ε):
(α, β, γ) ∈

(0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 3), (2,−1,−1), (3,−3
2
,−1), (4,−2,−1),
(0, 0, 1), (1,−1
2
,−1) , (2,−1, 0), (3,−3
2
, 0), (4,−2, 0),
(0, 0, 2), (1,−1
2
, 0), (2,−1, 1), (3,−3
2
, 1), (4,−1,−3),
(0, 0, 3), (1,−1
2
, 1), (2,−1, 2), (3,−1
2
,−3), (4,−1,−2),
(0, 0, 4), (1,−1
2
, 2), (2, 0,−2), (3,−1
2
,−2), (4,−1,−1),
(0, 1, 0), (1,−1
2
, 3), (2, 0,−1), (3,−1
2
,−1), (4,−1, 0),
(0, 1, 1), (1, 1
2
,−1), (2, 0, 0), (3,−1
2
, 0),
(0, 1, 2), (1, 1
2
, 0), (2, 0, 1), (3,−1
2
, 1),
(0, 1, 3), (1, 1
2













−1, which is the boxed element in the list. Canonical levels for other Grassmannians
Gr(M,N) lead to I-functions with zero input for all M < N as shown in [89].
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2.2.3 An ideal of q-difference equations for the Abelianized theory
The Abelianization (2.68) of the I-function (2.55) is very useful when including half-BPS
Wilson loop operators in our physical theory, wrapping the S1 factor of D2 ×q S1 at the










where R labels a representation of the gauge group, Aµ is the (representation of the)
gauge field and σ is the (representation of the) scalar in the vector multiplet. In an















A computation along the lines of (2.1) with an insertion e−~n·
~log z as above leads to a vortex
sum Î~n with an insertion of q
nad̃a in the vortex sector counted by da:








qnad̃aIα,β;daGr(1,N)(Qa, q, εa) (2.80)
with ∆ as in (2.69), and the remaining factors as in (2.70). The effect of inserting a Wilson
loop operator W~n can therefore reproduced by the action of a q-difference operator on
the Abelianized Î-function:




Classically, the Wilson loop algebra of the Abelianized theory is freely generated as a
ring by such Wilson loop operators modulo the relation
D~n ·D~m = D~n+~m. (2.82)
Quantum mechanically however, the basic hypergeometric nature of ĨSQKGr(M,N) implies non-
trivial relations. The relations manifest as q-difference equations satisfied by ÎSQKGr(M,N)
(2.64). In particular, for r ∈ {1, . . . ,M} fixed, the operator (1 − p̂r)N acts on the r-th
PN−1-summand (2.71) as






Gr(1,N)(Qr, q, ε), d
′















a , d′a = da − δar, (2.84)
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the shift can be absorbed into a redefinition of the summation over da’s, disregarding
terms of order O(εN). We find that the Abelianized I-function from (2.64) satisfies the




~Q, q, ε) = O(εNr ), r = 1, . . . ,M,










The q-difference system depends on the Chern-Simons levels through α, β, γ (2.72). In
particular, since p̂r is invertible, we see that the highest degree in p̂
±1
r is
D = deg(LQr,r) =

N if 0 ≤ α ≤ N
N − α if α < 0
α if α > N
. (2.86)
We see that the Chern-Simons window condition (2.76) implies that the first term in the
q-difference operator is in fact the leading term. When 0 ≤ α ≤ N and γ < 0 (e.g.,
for canonical levels κ̂ = 0), the q-difference system contains denominators; these can be
cleared however, by repeated use of these ideal relations. In particular we can substitute
both denominators and high powers of p̂r by using the following two (equivalent) useful



































2.2.4 Wilson loop algebras
In this subsection we will describe the algebras of Wilson loop operators in our N = 2
U(M) gauge theory. We will do so by describing the algebra as a quotient by an ideal
quotient8 of q-difference operators acting on the Abelianized I-function from the previous
subsection.
Wilson loops in the non-Abelian gauge theory
In the U(M) gauge theory, there is only one exponentiated Fayet-Iliopoulos parameter Q.
However, we still find the q-difference structure for the I-function, generated by Wilson
loops. Wilson loops are now labeled by a representation R of U(M), determined by
some Young diagram with height up to M , corresponding to symmetrized U(1)M Wilson
loops. Computing the expectation value of a Wilson loop will, as opposed to (2.79),
8Recall, an ideal quotient I : J of two ideals in a ring I, J ⊂ R is itself an ideal defined as
I : J = {r ∈ R|rJ ⊂ I}.
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amount to inserting a symmetrized sum of q-factors in the path integral, which will lead
to a symmetrized sum of q-shifts in the vortex sum∑
~n
c~ne





for some c~n symmetric. The shift can again be implemented by q-difference equations
acting on an Abelianized version Î of the I-function. In other words, we may pick a basis




Wµ 7→ σµ(p̂). (2.89)
In view of the the q-difference structure satisfied by the (Abelianized) I-function, given
in (2.85), it is useful to also rather use the basis of shifted Wilson loops Ŵµ, defined by
Schur polynomials in the q-difference operators
δ̂a = 1− p̂a, (2.90)
so we associate
Ŵµ 7→ σµ(δ̂). (2.91)
Shifted and unshifted Wilson loops have been studied as alternative bases for quantum K-
theory also in [114]. In the following, we will also choose a basis defined by Grothendieck
polynomials (B.29)
Ŵ ′µ 7→ Oµ(δ̂), (2.92)
to match the basis of Schubert structure sheaves in K-theory (see appendix B.2 for de-
tails).
To summarize, in the basis of Wilson loops given by (for example) Ŵ ′µ, we find that
9
〈Ŵµ〉 ∼ Iµ(Q, q, ε) :=
[




with ∆ as in (2.69) and ĨSQKGr(M,N) as in (2.70). We now address the question of multiplying
two such Wilson loops in our theory.
The ideal from Abelian q-difference equations
Just as in the Abelian case (2.82), the q-difference operator algebra associated to Wilson
loops is classically additively freely generated, and multiplicatively obeys the relation
(see (B.29) in the appendix)




where Dρµν are the K-theoretic Littlewood-Richardson coefficients [115]. However, viewed
as operators acting on ĨSQKGr(M,N), as soon as operators p̂
D
a act on Ĩ
SQK
Gr(M,N), where D is given
by (2.86), we must employ the quantum relations (2.85). Taking the Vandermonde factor
∆ into account, we must quotient out any q-difference operators D, whose product ∆ ·D
with ∆ lies in 〈LQa,a〉a=1,...,M . In other words, we are taking the quotient by the ideal
9Iµ(Q, q, ε) is not to be confused with Iµ(Q, q) from I(Q, q, ε) =
∑
µ Iµ(Q, q)σµ(ε) or related notions.
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quotient 〈LQa,a〉a=1,...,M : 〈∆〉 (see footnote 8). Since the Vandermonde factor ∆ is of
degree M −1 in each p̂a, we find that the Grothendieck (or other) polynomials must have
individual powers up to D −M in each operator p̂a or δ̂a. The generating set of Wilson
loops Ŵ ′µ is thus restricted to lie in the box
µ ⊆ BM×(D−M), (2.95)
that is, the Wilson loops associated to larger partitions are set to zero. In total we have




= tr(−)F , (2.96)
which is expected to coincide with the 3D Witten index [116, 117]. Furthermore, the




Dρµν(Q, q,~κ) Oρ(δ̂), (2.97)
as operators acting on ĨSQKGr(M,N), where we indicate by ? the multiplication of q-difference
operators upon taking the quotient by the relations LQa,a (2.85), and setting Qa = Q in
the end.
Extracting the Wilson loop algebra
The algebra of q-difference operators is not the same as the algebra of Wilson loops: the
Wilson loops “should” only act on the I-function, while the q-difference operators in δ̂a’s






= (δ̂f)Î + f(qQ)δ̂Î = f(Q)δ̂Î +O(1− q), (2.98)
for a meromorphic function f . This computation shows that the structure constants of
the Wilson loop algebra






are given simply by the leading coefficient (1− q)0 in the constants from (2.97), so that
dρµν(Q,~κ) = D
ρ
µν(Q, 1, ~κ). (2.100)
2.2.5 Algebras for different Chern-Simons levels
In this subsection we specialize the general discussion from the previous subsection to spe-
cific Chern-Simons levels κ̂S, κ̂A, κ̂R. In the last example, κ̂S, κ̂A, κ̂R = 0, to be discussed
in the next subsection, we will argue that the algebra of the theory with canonical effec-
tive Chern-Simons levels (2.24) is isomorphic to the ordinary small quantum K-theory
[53, 54] of complex Grassmannians computed e.g., in [118].
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Factorized case: γ = 0
When γ = 0 (2.72), the Abelianized ideal (2.82) of q-difference operators factorizes,





r , r = 1, . . . ,M, (2.101)
reflecting that also the I-function (2.70) factorizes
ISQKGr(M,N)(









The relations match those obtained in [20] on an S3 background.
Quantum cohomology/Verlinde algebra: α = β = γ = 0
We now consider the subcase of the factorized case with CS levels α = β = γ = 0, or




These levels are in the Chern-Simons window (2.76) discussed earlier, and the I-function
is unperturbed. The ideal relations (2.82) become, expressed in the operator δ̂a:
δ̂Na = −Qa. (2.104)





(B.17) studied also in [42, 43, 119] (up to a sign
convention, and Qa = Q). According to [120], this algebra is also isomorphic to the
Verlinde algebra [121] for the gauged Wess-Zumino-Novikov-Witten model U(M)/U(M)
at level N −M . In this model we find a member of the family deformed Wilson loop
algebras isomorphic to this algebra (see also [90] for a connection between K-theory
correlators and Verlinde numbers).
2D limit of all Wilson loop algebras
We can also consider the 2D limit of our three-dimensional gauge theory by shrinking
tha radius β → 0 of the S1 factor. Taking the limit carefully, q = e−~β will be sent to 1,
the (rescaled) K-theory Chern roots Pa = 1−q−εa → βε. The Fayet-Iliopoulos parameter
Q gets renormalized to Qa → Q2Da βN [67]. For any Chern-Simons levels α, β, γ the




)N = −βNQ2Da . (2.105)
This reproduces once again the relation (B.17) of quantum cohomology, so the three-
parameter family of Wilson loop algebras collapse in the 2D limit to a single algebra.
2.2.6 Wilson loop algebra for level zero is quantum K-theory
Finally, we disuss the “canonical” case with zero effective levels κ̂S, κ̂A, κ̂R = 0 or equiv-
alently α = M − 1, β = −M−1
2
, γ = −1. Again, the I-function (2.55) takes the form
ISQKGr(M,N)(Q, q, ε) =
[
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with ĨSQKGr(M,N) as in (2.70), ∆ =
∏
a<b(p̂a − p̂b) and effective CS levels zero. Further-
more, it precisely matches the K-theoretic small J-functions for Grassmannians from the
mathematics literature [86, 88, 89] modulo an overall (−Q)−
∑M
a=1 εa factor. We assert
that
The algebra of Wilson loops at zero effective Chern-Simons levels is isomorphic to
small quantum K-theory of Gr(M,N).
Let us spell out the computation of the product ∗ (2.99) of two Wilson loops Ŵ ′µ, Ŵ ′ν
as defined in (2.92). The q-difference ideal (2.85) that annihilates ÎSQKGr(M,N) is generated
by




, a = 1, . . . ,M. (2.107)

























These allow us to apply the “ideal replacement algorithm”
1. replace monomials of order N or higher in p̂ with a polynomial in p̂ with lower
degree, possibly with denominators and
2. replace denominators that don’t cancel with a polynomial in p̂ with lower degree,
possibly with new denominators.
3. repeat as necessary and set Qa 7→ Q in the end,
until both “high” powers and denominators have been cleared. The product Ŵ ′µ ∗ Ŵ ′ν is
then computed as follows
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Wilson loop product algorithm
1. Assign Ŵ ′µ ∗ Ŵ ′ν 7→ Oµ(δ̂) · Oν(δ̂) = Pµν(p̂), δ̂a = 1 − p̂a where on the right
classical multiplication · of Grothendieck polynomials is used. Note that Pµν
is a symmetric polynomial in p̂’s (and hence also δ̂’s).
2. Multiply Pµν(p̂) by ∆ =
∏
a<b(p̂a − p̂b).









to obtain the structure constants






Notice that the ordering subtlety discussed around (2.98) is already resolved in the re-
placement algorithm: difference operators are treated like formal commuting variables
and do not act on the Qa’s.
An example in Gr(2, 4)
Let us work through an example in the simplest non-trivial complex Grassmannian
Gr(2, 4). The basis of Wilson loops is given by the Grothendieck polynomials
O0 = 0, O1(δ̂) = δ̂1 + δ̂2 − δ̂1δ̂2, O2(δ̂) = δ̂21 + δ̂22 + δ̂1δ̂2 − δ̂1δ̂22 − δ̂21 δ̂2,
O1,1(δ̂) = δ̂1δ̂2, O2,1(δ̂) = δ̂1δ̂22 + δ̂21 δ̂2 − δ̂21 δ̂22, O2,2(δ̂) = δ̂21 δ̂22
(2.111)
Computing e.g., the product Ŵ ′1 ∗ Ŵ ′2,1 we have with δ̂a = 1− p̂a:








2. ∆ · P(1),(2,1) = −p̂1 + p̂21 + p̂21p̂2 − 2p̂31p̂2 + p̂31p̂22 + p̂41p̂22 − p̂41p̂32 − (1↔ 2).




that do not cancel:
p̂2/1
p̂1/2
= −Q+ 4p̂2/1 − 6p̂1p̂2 + 4p̂21/2p̂2/1 − p̂31/2p̂2/1. We get
∆ · P(1),(2,1)(p̂) = −p̂1 + p̂21 + p̂21p̂2 − 2p̂31p̂2 + p̂31p̂22 + (p̂22 − p̂32)p̂41 − (1↔ 2)
= −p̂1 + p̂21 + p̂21p̂2 − 2p̂31p̂2 + p̂31p̂22











2 − 4p̂31p̂32 + (−p̂1p̂2 + p̂1p̂22)Q− (1↔ 2)
= A(1),(2,1)(p̂)
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so we find in Gr(2, 4) that
O1 ∗ O2,1 = O2,2 +Q(O0 −O1). (2.113)
In a similar fashion, we obtain the multiplication table for all generators of Gr(2, 4):
O1 ∗ O1 = ρ, O1 ∗ O2 = O2,1,
O1 ∗ O1,1 = O2,1, O1 ∗ O2,1 = O2,2 +Q(O0 −O1),
O1 ∗ O2,2 = QO1, O2 ∗ O2 = O2,2,
O2 ∗ O1,1 = QO0, O2 ∗ O2,1 = QO1,
O2 ∗ O2,2 = QO1,1, O1,1 ∗ O1,1 = O2,2,
O1,1 ∗ O2,1 = QO1, O1,1 ∗ O2,2 = QO2,
O2,1 ∗ O2,1 = Qρ, O2,1 ∗ O2,2 = QO2,1,
O2,2 ∗ O2,2 = Q2O0, ρ = O1,1 −O2,1 +O2.
(2.114)
This multiplication table matches the ones obtained from the the “quantum” Pieri and
Giambelli formulas defined by Buch and Mihalcea in [118], which use quite different
arguments. We print the multiplication tables for Gr(2, 5) ∼= Gr(3, 5) and Gr(2, 6) ∼=
Gr(4, 6) in the appendix B.3.
2.2.7 q-difference structure for level zero
In this subsection we discuss the q-difference equations that the I-function (2.55) satisfies.
As discussed in the introduction 1.2.4, the big quantum multiplication and the flatness
equations for sections (1.39) imply some differential and q-difference operators annihilate
the endomorphism T implicitly defining the J-function (1.47). In case the J-function is
unperturbed, it coincides with the I-function, and the small quantum multiplication ∗ is
enough to determine the q-difference equations for J(0) = I(0). To see this, given the
equation (1.45)




we may compare against















where we have used θa = Qa
∂
∂Qa
, the Abelianization Î from (2.64) and the identity of
Grothendieck polynomials 1 − O1(x) =
∏
a(1 − xa). This shows that, as an element of






= (1−O1) ∗ . (2.117)
10See footnote 7 for notation.
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In other words, a relation of the form
d∑
k=0











J(0) = 0. (2.119)
This is in complete analogy to quantum cohomology, where every quantum differential
equation implies relations in quantum cohomology [25] (but not the other way around).
The case with effective CS levels zero κ̂S, κ̂A, κ̂R = 0 from the previous subsection is
“firmly” in the CS window (2.76) and the I-function (2.55) for these levels is unperturbed
(see also direct proof of the last assertion in [89]). We may thus compute sufficiently high
powers of Dq = (1−O1) ∗ qθ, where ∗ is the product of Wilson loops/quantum K-theory
product from the previous subsection. Relations between the powers will then lead to
q-difference relations for J(0).
Gr(2, 4) as an example and its 2D limit
As an example, let us consider the simplest non-trivial case of Gr(2, 4). We can compute
from (2.114) that
D0q · O0 = 1,
D1q · O0 = 1−O1,
D2q · O0 = 1− 2O1 +O2 +O1,1 −O2,1,
D3q · O0 = 1 +Q− (3 +Q)O1 + 3O2 + 3O1,1 − 5O2,1 +O2,2,
D4q · O0 = 1 + (5 + q)Q−
(
4 + (6 + 2q)Q
)
O1 + (6 + qQ)O2
+ (6 + qQ)O1,1 − (14 + qQ)O2,1 + 6O2,2,
D5q · O0 = 1 + (14 + 5q + q2)Q+ q2Q2 −
(














30 + (6q + 5q2)Q
)
O2,1 + (20 + q2Q)O2,2.
(2.120)
With some computer assistance we find that[
(1− p̂)5 +Q(1 + qp̂)(qp̂2 − 1)
]
ISQKGr(2,4)(Q, q, ε) = 0 (2.121)
with p̂ = qθ, up to terms of order O(ε4). In a similar fashion we obtain quantum q-
difference equations for low-dimensional Grassmannians, which are printed in the ap-
pendix (B.3).
We can also take the 2D limit of the q-difference equations as discussed in 2.2.5, by
q = e−β (setting ~ = 1), p̂ = e−βθ and Q = Q2DβN and taking the leading term in β. We
find
DGr(2,4) = θ5 − 2Q2D(1 + 2θ). (2.122)
This is precisely quantum differential operator annihilating the cohomological I-function
for Gr(2, 4), computed in [122].
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2.3 Perturbed theory and the big quantum K-theory
In this section we will discuss the perturbation of the original theory by massive fields,
as well as pairings in quantum K-theory and their interpretation.
2.3.1 Perturbed theory and reconstruction
We recall our discussion from subsection 2.2.2: an unperturbed theory defined in the UV
leads, in general, to a perturbed theory in the IR. The non-trivial identification between
UV and IR observables is the 3D analog of the mirror map between coupling parameters.
The mirror map is non-trivial precisely when the input t = I|K+ − (1 − q) of the
permutation-symmetric I-function is non-zero. The input of the I-function computed
by the gauge theory may be modified, e.g., to zero, by integrating in appropriate mas-
sive fields in the UV. In addition, the different choices of massive fields can be used to
completely characterize the space of deformations in the IR. Let us briefly sketch this
procedure following the proposals in [67].
The I-function (2.55) is of the form (ignoring the obstruction to factorization (2.70),
and a global (−Q)−
∑
εa-factor)










It is computed, for example when the gauge fields satisfy Neumann boundary conditions
on the T 2 boundary, via supersymmetric localization as described in subsection 2.1.1.
The summation over ~d comes from the multi-dimensional Jeffrey-Kirwan integral over
Wilson lines za, to which the infinite dimensional path integral reduces (see (2.1)). Now
we consider deforming the original gauge theory, by integrating in a collection of massive
Neumann chiral fields in some representation U(M) labeled by a diagram µ, and mass
parameter ζ. The computation of the partition function of the deformed theory follows












a ). As with the insertion of Wilson line operators (2.81), the
factor from the massive fields may be reproduced by acting with a q-difference operator
on the unperturbed, Abelianized I-function, and taking the limit Qa = Q in the end. In
other words a collection of insertions will act as



















where Pa = q
−εa accounts for the ‘missing’ (−Q)−
∑
εa-factor and on the right-hand side
we have used (A.5). This deformation, after a refinement of ζµ to a matrix of mass
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The specialization to the r = 1 term in the exponential is referred to as a single-trace






In the context of the 3D gauge theory/quantum K-theory correspondence, these dif-
ference operators were identified in [67] with Givental’s reconstruction operators [59,
p. VIII] (see also other reconstruction results in [56, 123]). In particular, integration










. The operators ‘reconstruct’ the permutation-equivariant
or ordinary J-function respectively at non-zero (equivariant or ordinary) input11 from the
unperturbed J-function. For example, for the ordinary J-function




J(Q, q, 0), (2.128)
and similarly for the equivariant case.
To sum up this subsection, we reiterate the most important points. The partition
function Z(ζ, ρ) of a general UV gauge theory with multi- and single-trace deformations
computes the I-function with non-trivial mixed permutation-symmetric and ordinary
input tord + teq. Choosing different deformations amounts to acting with appropriate
reconstruction difference operators on the I-functions, and we can “map out” the spaces
of these deformations. For special initial theories, namely for those for which the CS
terms are inside the “CS window” described in subsection 2.2.2, the input is zero. In that
case we can map-out the space of ordinary deformations solely by acting with ordinary
reconstruction operators. We describe this in the following subsection.
2.3.2 A technical description for ordinary reconstruction
Starting from an unperturbed J-function J(0) we may perturb it to a J-function with an




tµOµ ∈ K+, (2.129)
The coefficients tµ a priori lie in C[q, q−1]⊗ C[[Q]]; however, the physical correlators are
encoded in the J-function with input t ∈ K(X) (or more generally, K(X)[q, q−1], which
we do not consider here) and hence we must only perturb such that tµ ∈ C. This can be











11We are omitting a more detailed discussion of the mathematical reconstruction theorems, which
would require discussing also Givental’s ruling spaces, fake quantum K-theory, overruled cones and their
adelic characterization.














The dependence of R̂ on t is implicit and complicated but can be computed recursively.
Let us explain how this operator acts, determine the dependence on t and elaborate on
important technical details in the process.
Firstly, the operators Ôα are q-difference operators
Ôα = Oα(1− Pqθ), (2.132)
where on the right-hand side we have the Grothendieck polynomial (see (B.29)) in the
q-difference operators 1 − Paqθa . The action of the operators is defined through the
Abelianized I-function (2.64), but this is a mere technicality. As explained in [2], the
procedure of integrating in massive fields can be performed in the non-Abelian U(M)
theory, with no need to “factor through” the Abelianized U(1)M version.
Secondly, note that we do not restrict the Young diagrams α ⊆ B∗ to lie in α ⊆





= number of diagrams in
BM×(N−M); in fact for a recursive computation it will suffice to take α ⊆ BM×N 12. This is
a technicality: the operators act on an Abelianized version JQa of the J-function, match-
ing (2.64) without the overall
∏M
a=1(−Qa)−εa-factor. The missing factor is important as
the operation by Ôµ is identical to the operation of Oµ(δ̂) (δ̂ = 1 − qθ), when they are
acting on Î(Qa) (2.64). To see this, note that for P = q



























a . This sketch would suggest that the q-difference operators Ôα
may be substituted by (fewer) K-theory generators Oµ∗ with µ ⊆ BM×(N−M), where ∗ is
the small quantum multiplication from (2.110). However, using q-difference operators as
opposed to formal K-theory generators is more convenient: due to the relations (2.107)
it is clear that the q-difference operators acting on Î (2.64) identically satisfy
Oµ(δ̂) · Oν(δ̂)Î =
∑
ρ
Dρµν(Q)Oρ(δ̂)Î + · · · . (2.134)
Here, the suppressed higher order terms come from the repeated action of q-difference op-
erators acting on Qa-dependent coefficients. The labels are unrestricted and Grothendieck
polynomials of “too large” Young diagrams are in fact expressible in terms of polynomials
labeled by smaller, admissible diagrams with coefficients that involve higher powers of Q,
so there is no contradiction with (2.110) (see proposal in [2] for details).
12In fact even fewer generators are needed: Working in the basis of “K-theoretic” Schur polynomials
σβ(x
K) (B.27), we only need diagrams with |β| ≤ dim Gr(M,N) = M(N −M). Expressing these in
terms of Grothendieck polynomials Oα, we find we must allow labels up to α ⊆ BM×N as above (but of
course only dim Gr(M,N)-linearly independent combinations of these).
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Lastly, ρα is valued
ρα = ρα(Q, q, t) ∈ C[q, q−1]⊗ C[[Q]] = K+/K(X), (2.135)
and we refer to it as ‘testinput’. It depends on t in the sense that it depends on the tµ’s;
furthermore it satisfies
ρµ|Q0 = tµ for µ ⊆ BM×(N−M), ρα|Q0 = 0 for α 6⊆ BM×(N−M). (2.136)
This is the initial condition for the recursive computation in powers of Q for ρ(Q, q, t)
which we now describe.
To compute ρ(Q, q, t) such that (2.130) holds for a given perturbation t ∈ K(X) we have
the first step
1. Set a testinput ρ
(0)











J(o(1)) = 1− q + o(1) mod K−, (2.138)









for some ‘correction’ coefficients c̃
(1)
α ∈ C[q, q−1]13.
4. The correction coefficients are subtracted from the new testinput: set
ρ(1)α = δ
µ
α tµ − c̃(1)α Q. (2.140)



















k + c̃(i)α Q
i, (2.142)




α ∈ C[q, q−1]. The coefficient of Qi is not fully
corrected yet.
13The correction coefficients might be labeled by “too large” diagrams α. As explained in the previous
paragraph, the ‘generators’ Oα (expressed here as Grothendieck polynomials in 1− q−εa ’s) of such large
diagrams are expressible (in quantum K-theory) in terms of admissible generators Oµ (possibly increasing
the powers of Q), but it is more convenient keep the output in this form.
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6. Decompose
J(o(i+1)) = 1− q + o(i+1) mod K−, (2.143)









7. (Internal step at order Qi:)
We set c̃
(i)














α , and then




k + c̃(i+1)α Q
i, (2.146)
and we move to step i+ 1.
The process is terminated at some chosen order Qλ. It is also useful to rescale tµ 7→ τ · tµ,
with τ a formal variable tracking the number of insertions: the coefficients of τn in J(t)
will be (linear combinations of) n insertions of t.
Example: Gr(2, 4)




















where d̃12 = d̃1 − d̃2 and c0 is given by (2.25), satisfies
JGr(2,4)(0)|K+ = 1− q. (2.148)
We perturb it to a non-zero ordinary input J(t),
t = t1O1 + t2O2 + t1,1O1,1 + t2,1O2,1 + t2,2O2,2 ∈ K(X), (2.149)
with tµ ∈ C by applying the ordinary Givental reconstruction operator, with testinput
ρ(t) computed recursively: up to orders Q1 and τ 2 (τ counts homogenous order it tµ’s):










































Qτ 2t22,2(O3 +O4 −O3,1 −O3,2 −O3,3 +O4,1 +O4,2 +O4,3 +O4,4)
(2.150)
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where the perturbed J-function enjoys the expansion



























































































































































































































2.3.3 Pairings in quantum K-theory and sphere partition functions
In this subsection we want to compute the non-constant pairing (1.32), its variations and
recall its relation to sphere partition functions. We will first discuss the CS level zero
case κ̂ = 0. Afterwards we will discuss how the pairing can be modified when the levels
are non-trivial.
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At level zero
In the K-theory basis of Grassmannians {O0,O1,O2,O1,1, . . . ,ON−M,...,N−M} the pairing
can be defined as







〈Oµ,Oν , tn〉0,n+2,βQβ, (2.154)
where gµν = χ(X;Oµ ⊗Oν) is the Euler pairing in K-theory.
Let us recall from section 1.2.4 how the pairing G can be computed from the recon-
structed J(t)-function. The J-function is
J(t) = (1− q)TO0, (2.155)
where T = T (Q, q, t) ∈ EndK(X)⊗ C(q, q−1)⊗ C[[Q, t]] is a matrix that satisfies





The above equation has a natural interpretation from the point of view of the gauge
theory. As mentioned before in the end of section 2.1, the partition function can be
interpreted as computing the overlap between two states, one determined by the boundary
condition on ∂(D2×q S1) = T 2q , and another determined by inserting an operator (e.g., a
Wilson line) on the tip of D2 (wrapping the S1-factor). The partition function computed
in subsection 2.1.1 corresponds to the insertion of the trivial operator 1 = O0, and
computes the overlap of the vacuum state and the boundary state, tacitly also labeled by
Oµ. The overlaps may thus be identified the matrix elements of T . Now, insertions of non-
trivial operators in the deformed theory can be generated by single-trace deformations



























notation again implying some symmetrization), this computation amounts to an insertion
of a Wilson loop Wµ as explained in subsection 2.2.4. In view the identification of the
Wilson loop algebra with small quantum K-theory, we arrive at the right-hand side of
(2.156).
The endomorphism T is related to the non-constant pairing G by the compatibility
equation
G(Oµ,Oν) = g(TOµ, TOν), (2.158)
where T = T (Q, q−1, t). Note that while the right-hand side depends a priori on q, this
equation shows that it is in fact q-independent. This is a non-trivial check of the results
computed by the gauge theory.
Note that T can be recovered from the J(t)-function. We have by definition TO0 =
1
1−qJ(t), which determines a row of matrix elements for T . For the other rows
TOµ = T (Oµ ?O0) = (1− q)∂µTO0 = ∂µJ(t) (2.159)
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by the flatness equation (2.156). Expanding left- and right-hand sides in the basis of Oµ’s
















The non-trivial check of q-independence has a natural interpretation on the gauge theory
side, as did the flatness equation (2.156). By viewing the matrix elements of T as the
overlaps between boundary states on ∂(D2×qS1) and operators inserted at the “tip”, the
above equation (seen as a definition of the left-hand side) computes the sphere partition
function14 with insertions Oµ,Oν at the poles, by summing over pairs of products disk
partition functions [103]. The sums-of-products are interpolated by the classical pairing
g, interpreted as the annulus partition function. The two disks have opposite orientation
(a ‘left’-boundary becomes a ‘right’ boundary), reflected in the inversion of the geometric
twisting parameter q in one of them, while the partition function on the sphere as expected
does not depend on q. This is an instance of a general phenomenon for disk partition
functions known as factorization [10]. See also [67] for a more detailed discussion.





kτn, where τ counts the homo-
geneous order of tµ’s. In the ordered basis
{O0,O1,O2,O1,1,O2,1,O2,2}, (2.162)
for the first few (printable) orders, we find the coefficients of the T -matrix as follows












































































0 0 0 0 0 0
t1





























14The resulting ‘sphere’ obtained from gluing two solid tori D2×q S1 by Dehn surgery can be S2×S1
or S3 or generalizations of such spaces. The field theoretic constructions are known to be compatible
with such topological operations in a variety of examples. See [10, 124] and references therein.
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Furthermore, we set ∑
k,n≥0
(G̃µν)k,nQ
kτn = (1−Q)e−t0Gµν , (2.165)
in order to get simpler expressions. Note that the exponential term captures the entire
dependence on t0. At order τ
0 we find
(G̃µν)0,0 = gµν =

1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 0
1 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 0 1 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
 , (G̃µν)1,0 =

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 1 0 1 1
0 0 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1 1 0
 , (2.166)
and (G̃µν)2,0 = δµ,(2,2)δν,(2,2), while (G̃µν)k,0 = 0 for k > 2. These results agree with results
from [82] computed by directly evaluating the unperturbed S2 × S1 partition function.
At order τ 1 we find
(G̃µν)0,1 =

U(t) U(t)−t2,2 t1+t2 t1,1+t1 t1 0
U(t)−t2,2 t1,1+t1+t2 t1 t1 0 0
t1+t2 t1 0 0 0 0
t1,1+t1 t1 0 0 0 0
t1 0 0 0 0 0




0 0 0 0 0 t2,2
0 0 0 0 0 t2,2
0 0 t2,2 0 t2,2 t2,1+t2,2+t2
0 0 0 t2,2 t2,2 t1,1+t2,1+t2,2
0 0 t2,2 t2,2 t2,1+t2,2 U(t)−t1





U(t) U(t)−t2,2 t1+t2 t1,1+t1 t1 t2,2
U(t)−t2,2 t1,1+t1+t2 t1 t1 0 t2,2
t1+t2 t1 t2,2 0 t2,2 t2,1+t2,2+t2
t1,1+t1 t1 0 t2,2 t2,2 t1,1+t2,1+t2,2
t1 0 t2,2 t2,2 t2,1+t2,2 U(t)−t1
t2,2 t2,2 t2,1+t2,2+t2 t1,1+t2,1+t2,2 U(t)−t1 U(t)
 , (2.169)
where U(t) = t1 + t2 + t1,1 + t2,1 + t2,2.
We can also compute the K-theoretic Gromov-Witten potential. As before, the t0-
dependence can be dropped, as it can easily be reinstated and we have the relation
∂µ∂νF = Gµν − gµν , (2.170)
evaluated at t0 = 0. It can be integrated order-by-order in Q’s and τ ’s, starting at τ
2.
We set







and we find at order Q0
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The endomorphism T and the non-constant pairing G were computed from the J = I-
function of the canonical theory with Chern-Simons levels κ̂ = 0. For non-zero levels the
I-function computed by the gauge theory corresponds to the “quantum K-theory with
level structure”, first studied in [87]. The correlators (1.29), i.e., the Euler characteristics
of sheaves on (some) moduli space of curves to Gr(M,N), are now twisted by further




(see [87] for details)
〈τd1γ1, . . . , τdnγn〉Dg,n,β = χ
(
Mg,n(X, β);OMg,n(X,β) ⊗D ⊗
n⊗
i=1
L⊗dii ⊗ ev∗i (γi)
)
(2.175)
If the CS levels are inside the “window” from subsection 2.2.2, the I-function computed
by the gauge theory has zero permutation symmetric input, and can be identified with
the J-function.
Iκ̂(0) = Jκ̂(0). (2.176)






As noted in [87], the classical pairing g must be modified. With a modified classical
pairing gκ̂, we may compute the analog of the non-constant pairing (1.32) by










For non-zero levels (but still inside the window) we find the right-hand side is q-independent
if the classical pairing is modified as
gκ̂µν = χ
(
Gr(M,N);Oµ ⊗Oν ⊗ ω⊗2κ̂RGr(M,N)
)
(2.180)
where ωGr(M,N) is the canonical line bundle of Gr(M,N). In terms of Schur polynomials
in the Chern roots of S∗ (see appendix B.1)
ch(ωGr(M,N)) = exp(−σ1) = exp(−ε1 − . . .− εM). (2.181)








(κ̂R−1)(2κ̂R−1)(4κ̂R−3) (κ̂R−1)(2κ̂R−1) (κ̂R−1)(2κ̂R−1) 1−2κ̂R 1
−1
3
(κ̂R−1)(2κ̂R−1)(4κ̂R−3) (2κ̂R−1)2 1−2κ̂R 1−2κ̂R 1 0
(κ̂R−1)(2κ̂R−1) 1−2κ̂R 1 0 0 0
(κ̂R−1)(2κ̂R−1) 1−2κ̂R 0 1 0 0
1−2κ̂R 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
 .
(2.182)
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The dependence of Tκ̂, and hence also of Gκ̂, on the levels κ̂ is more complicated: the
levels κ̂ influence the decomposition into K+⊕K− by adding powers of q in the numerators
of summands of Jκ̂(0). The reconstruction to Jκ̂(t) is then performed recursively on a
case-by-case basis for the CS levels. The q-independence of Gκ̂ has been established for
Gr(2, 4) for all levels (2.77) leading to a zero permutation-symmetric input.
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Chapter 3
Supercurrent multiplets in three
dimensions with boundaries
In this chapter we will study supercurrent multiplets in three-dimensional theories with
boundaries, following mostly the results from the joint work [3] with Jonathan Schulz
and Prof. Dr. Ilka Brunner.
Notation note: In this chapter, greek letters µ, ν, . . . and α, β, . . . denote spacetime and
spinor indices respectively, and not Young diagrams as in chapter 2.
3.1 Currents, charges and Noether’s theorem in boundary theories
We start off by discussing how the classical Noether’s theorem is modified in the presence
of a flat boundary on the Minkowski background. The modification of the theorem into
curved bulk and boundary spaces involves introducing appropriate bulk and induced
boundary metrics that we do not deal with here. While we keep the dimension general in
this subsection, we will specialize to the case of three spacetime dimensions in the next
section.
3.1.1 Set-up: bulk and boundary actions
We thus consider the Minkowski half-space M with spacelike boundary ∂M
M = {xµ = (x0, x1, . . . , x⊥, . . . , xN−1)|x⊥ ≤ 0}, ∂M = {x⊥ = 0} = {xµ̂}. (3.1)
Indices with hats take all values except the normal direction ⊥. A Lagrangian theory
with bulk and boundary dynamics will have the an action of the form







Here, the Lagrangians are functionals
LB[φ, ∂µφ], L∂[π, ∂µ̂π, φ|∂, ∂µ̂φ|∂], (3.3)
where φ denotes bulk fields, π denotes boundary fields and we suppress the integration
measure. Note that we also assume that the boundary Lagrangian L∂ contains only
tangential derivatives along xµ̂-directions and that all derivative terms are of first order
(otherwise ‘higher-order’ versions of Noether’s theorem must be used later).
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To study such a theory, one has to impose boundary conditions ; in this language,
these will be general relations of the form
B(fields|∂, derivatives of fields|∂) = 0. (3.4)
One then would like to consider variations of the fields δφ, δπ, such that these (or their
boundary restrictions δφ|∂ for the case of bulk fields) are compatible with the chosen
boundary conditions in the sense that
δB|B=0 = 0, (3.5)














































modulo ∂µ̂(·)-terms in the last integral. Minimizing the action under the assumption of
boundary conditions B means imposing the bulk and boundary equations of motion, as
well as
[A · δφ|∂]B=0 = ∂µ̂Aµ̂, (3.7)
for some boundary vector Aµ̂.
Throughout this chapter will work with a special class of boundary conditions, also
appearing in [39, 125], the dynamical boundary conditions. This is determined by the
choice
B := A. (3.8)
Then (3.7) is automatically satisfied with zero right-hand side.
3.1.2 What constitutes a symmetry in a theory with boundary?
Let us spell out what is meant by a symmetry in the case of a Lagrangian theory with
a boundary. Analogously to the case of a bulk theory, a symmetry is an off-shell trans-
formation δsym of bulk and boundary fields φ, π that leaves the action invariant, possibly
after using boundary conditions B:
δsymS|B = (δsymSB + δsymS∂)|B=0 = 0. (3.9)
However, in the presence of boundaries, we must additionally have that boundary condi-
tions are invariant with respect to the symmetry action [3, 126]:
δsymB|B=0 = 0. (3.10)
These boundary conditions are called symmetric boundary conditions with respect to
δsym. This condition parses well with the requirement (3.5): it simply means that δsym is
an allowed variation, or rather, that B has been chosen compatibly with a given δsym.
1I.e., no variation of the manifold M .
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One often wants to study (and we do in this work) possible symmetry transformations
δBsym that are ‘inherited’ from a pure bulk theory, i.e., where δ
B
symLB = ∂µV µ holds, for










(V ⊥ + δBsymL∂)|B=0 (3.11)
If the boundary condition B = 0 can be chosen such that the integrand of the right-hand
side vanishes, then we say that B preserves the bulk symmetry δBsym. More interestingly, if
the integrand can be set to zero by choosing an appropriate L∂, we say that the symmetry
is preserved without a choice of specific boundary condition B [125, 126].
3.1.3 Currents and charges: general structure
When a δBsym-transformation is a symmetry of a bulk theory, i.e., δ
B
symLB = ∂µV µ, there
exists a current JµB, ∂µJ
µ




J0B, where Σ is a spacelike constant-time slice of M , is preserved in the sense
that ∂0QB = 0 due to the divergence-freeness of J
µ
B.
It is clear that when a boundary is introduced, QB is in general no longer time-
independent “on the nose”, since now Σ has a non-trivial boundary ∂Σ: the bulk “leaks”
from the boundary. In fact, when a δsym-transformation is a symmetry of a theory with










where the second equation holds possibly after using a boundary condition B = 0. The
“boundary piece” J µ̂∂ compensates the “leakage” of the bulk current through the bound-





















3.1.4 Improvements and their geometric interpretation
Currents associated to a charge Q are note unique: they are determined up to improve-
ment transformations. For a pure bulk theory, an improvement is a transformation of the







It is clear that the divergence-freeness equation ∂µJ̃
µ





For a theory with boundary, the appropriate extension of the notion is a transforma-
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which preserves the generalized conservation equation (3.12) and the charge (3.14). Here,
the bulk improvement via Ω[µν] induces a boundary improvement; the boundary current
may still be further improved by ω[µ̂ν̂].
The currents, their improvements and the corresponding improvement-invariant charges
have a topological interpretation2. Let us first restrict to pure bulk theories. Implicitly
in this discussion, we have assumed we have a family of embeddings it : Σt ↪→ M foliat-
ing our manifold M by (N − 1)-dimensional constant-time slices Σt. Furthermore, there
are maps Σt → Σt′ which “time-evolve” the constant-time slices. As discussed in the
previous subsection, to each symmetry of the theory we associate a current with local
expression Jµ, and more generally, a one-form J with local expression J = Jµdx
µ. The
divergence-freeness equation is written in coordinate-free manner as
d ? J = 0 (3.17)





Thus, (3.17) means that ?J is a closed (N − 1)-form, and hence Qt depends only on the
homology class (it)∗[Σt] ∈ HN−1(M), i.e., Qt = 〈i∗t (?J) ^ 1, [Σt]〉 = [Σt] _ i∗t (?J), where
the pairing is integration, which we rewrote as a cap product in de Rham cohomology.
The resulting charge is an element of H0(M) ∼= R. The statement of conservation of the
charge can be rephrased as a topological statement
The slices {Σt}t are homologous and hence Qt does not depend on t. (3.19)
Furthermore, the improvements follow naturally: the transformation
? J 7→ ?J̃ = ?J + d ? Ω (3.20)
for some 2-form Ω corresponds to a change of ?J by exact terms and thus does not change
the cohomology class [?J ] ∈ HN−1(M).
Analogously, for the case with boundary we have the following (family of) embeddings,







To a symmetry we associate one forms JB and J∂ on M and ∂M respectively. The
generalized conservation equations (3.12) are written as
d ? JB = 0, d∂ ?∂ J∂ = b
∗(?JB) (3.22)







i∂ ∗t (?∂J∂) (3.23)
2We are tacitly assuming thatM is connected, compact for these arguments to apply without asterisks.
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Improvements then take the form
?JB 7→ ?JB + d ? Ω,
?∂J∂ 7→ ?∂J∂ − b∗(?Ω) + d∂ ?∂ ω
(3.24)
for some 2-form Ω on M and a 2-form ω on ∂M , and they preserve Qt by the commuta-
tivity of the diagram (3.21).
One can extend these definitions to accommodate for “charges with indices” or brane
currents [69], corresponding to higher-dimensional charged objects, using the cap product
_ in de Rham cohomology. Let us spell out some structure for the case of a pure bulk
theory. Instead of a current one-form, we associate to such a higher dimensional charged
object a current d-form C on M . The corresponding charge Qt will be a closed (d− 1)-
form on M defined Qt = u(Wt) where Wt ∈ Hd−1(M) is a homology class defined by
the cap product Wt = [Σt] _ i
∗
t (?C) and u : Hm(M)
∼=→ (Hm(M))∗ ∼= Hm(M) is the
isomorphism defined by the universal coefficient theorem. Given a local expression Cµ1···µd






3.1.5 Currents and charges: computation via modified Noether’s theorem
Now let us turn to actually computing the currents and charges with the structure outlined
in the previous subsection. To this end we must modify Noether’s theorem from bulk
Lagrangian theories to theories with boundary, following [3, 126].
By assumption, we have a symmetry of the full theory, meaning that










[V ⊥ + δsymL∂]B=0, (3.26)
which implies that we must have
[V ⊥ + δsymL∂]B=0 = ∂µ̂K µ̂ (3.27)
for a vector field K µ̂ on the boundary ∂M . The same variation can be performed “on-




















where φ and π denotes bulk and boundary fields, respectively. We rewrite the first term
of the right-hand side using the stationarity condition (3.7) (assuming that the equation










δsymφ|∂ + [V ⊥ − J⊥B ]∂, (3.29)




µ is the bulk Noether current. With this we obtain that
on-shell, assuming B = 0 we have that
δsymL∂
on-shell











Together with (3.27) we obtain the boundary Noether current in the sense of (3.12).
J µ̂∂ = K





δsymφ|∂, ∂µ̂J µ̂∂ = J
⊥
B |∂. (3.31)
where the Aµ̂ is defined by (3.7) and K µ̂ through (3.27).
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3.2 Supercurrent multiplets in bulk theories
3.2.1 Generalities and ancient history
We may now focus on the goal of this chapter: supercurrent multiplets. As already
outlined in the first section of this chapter, supercurrent multiplets are supermultiplets,
a.k.a. representations of a supersymmetry algebra, whose components contain (Noether)
currents of a given (local) field theory. The list of Noether currents included contains at
least the supercurrents, i.e., the Noether currents associated to supersymmetry, and the
energy-momentum tensor of the local field theory3.
The study of supercurrent multiplets is an old story [127–129]. As in [3], we refer the
reader to the literature [69, 130, 131] for a general, comprehensive review of supercurrent
multiplets. We will spell out some general structure of these objects in this subsection,
and we will focus on the case we’re interested in in the next subsections: three-dimensions
and (initially) N = 2 supersymmetry. We will follow [3] and [69] throughout this expo-
sition.
To start, a supercurrent multiplet must satisfy the following points:
a. The energy-momentum tensor (TB)µν is a component of the multiplet; in fact, it is
the only component with spin 2.
b. The supercurrents, i.e., conserved currents associated to supersymmetry, are com-
ponents of the multiplet; in fact, they are the only components with spin 3/2.
No component other than the supercurrents and the energy-momentum tensor are
allowed to have spin larger than 1.
c. The supercurrent multiplet is not unique; it can be transformed by (supersymmet-
rically complete) improvements.
d. The multiplet is indecomposable, i.e., it may have non-trivial submultiplets, but it
may not be decomposed into two independent decoupled multiplets.
As stated in point c, the conserved currents and other components of a supercurrent
multiplet are note unique: they can be improved arbitrarily by “exact” terms, leading
to the same conserved charges. The structure of the multiplet, however, restricts these
improvements: for the resulting, improved components to form a multiplet, the “exact”
piece by which we improve must also form a multiplet. Conversely, given two components
(say, conserved currents) that initially do not form a multiplet under the SUSY algebra,
one may find improvements such that the resulting components do form a multiplet. In
[3], we introduced the notion of an improvement frame, to describe representatives of
currents (and other components) that do in fact form a supersymmetry multiplet.
3.2.2 Intermezzo: conventions and (spinor) notation
Let us first establish notation and conventions from [3].
3The nomenclature is somewhat degenerate: the three notions of supermultiplets, supercurrent mul-
tiplets and supercurrents are all related, but different. Supermultiplets are abstract representations of
the SUSY algebra; supercurrent multiplets are specific examples of those, which furthermore contain the
supercurrents as components.
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Spacetime The three-dimensional (half-)spacetime is given by
M = {(x0, x1, x2)|x1 ≤ 0}, (3.32)
with a mostly-plus Minkowski metric ηµν = diag(−1, 1, 1). Light-cone coordinates are
x± = x0 ± x2, x± = 12(x0 ± x2), x
1 = x1 = x
⊥, (3.33)
and the metric in these coordinates reads
ηµν =




 , ηµν =
 0 −2 0−2 0 0
0 0 1
 . (3.34)
The reader is urged to some caution not to confuse ±-spacetime indices with ±-spinor in-
dices. The Levi-Civita symbol is defined by ε012 = −1, ε012 = 1. In light-cone coordinates
it is ε+−⊥ = −12 , ε
+−⊥ = 2. It satisfies
εµνλε
σρλ = δ ρµ δ
σ
ν − δ σµ δ ρν ,
εµρλε
νρλ = −2δ νµ .
(3.35)
Spinors Spinors in 3D two component spinors ψα, α ∈ {1, 2} = {−,+}. Their indices
are raised and lowered by εαβ, ε
αβ, where ε12 = −1, ε12 = 1 according to the rule
























Indices that are contracted with “north-west to south-east” convention are omitted:
ψχ := ψαχα = ψ
−χ− + ψ
+χ+. (3.38)
Note that ψχ = χψ holds. Since Hermitian conjugation flips the order of spinors without
flipping index position (unlike 4D notation), we have that ψχ = −ψχ.

















αβ) = (−1, σ1, σ3). (3.40)
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They are symmetric γµαβ = γ
µ
βα, real and satisfy the Clifford algebra
(γµγν) βα = η




A useful list of identities follows from these:











The symmetry allows us to nicely decompose bispinors into subspaces. In particular, we
may map vectors to symmetric bispinors and vice versa by
vαβ = −2γµαβvµ, vµ = 14γ
αβ
µ vαβ. (3.44)













These rules establish how to transform space-time vectors (tensors) to symmetric bispinors
(multispinors).
Integration We establish integration conventions by the requirements∫










θ+ = 1 (3.46)




























Supercharges and superderivatives The supercharges of 3D N = 2 supersymmetry





























− − 2iθ−∂− + iθ+∂⊥
− ∂
∂θ
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− + 2iθ−∂− − iθ+∂⊥
− ∂
∂θ




They satisfy the N = 2 supersymmetry algebra
{Qα, Qβ} = 2iγ
µ
αβ∂µ, {Dα, Dβ} = −2iγ
µ
αβ∂µ. (3.52)
The action of physical supercharges via commutators is represented by the action via the
super-differential operators by
[ξαQα − ξ





where Q denotes the physical supercharge.
3.2.3 Supercurrent multiplet in bulk 3D N = 2
In this subsection recall, following [69] some structure of the case of interest: bulk 3D
N = 2 theories.
The most general supercurrent multiplet satisfying the conditions (a)–(d) (called the
S-multiplet) consists of three superfields, Sαβ, χα,Yα with Sαβ real symmetric (equiv-
alently, Sµ real), χα,Yα fermionic, and a complex constant C. They must satisfy the
defining superfield relations:
D








DαYβ +DβYα = 0,
D
αYα + C = 0.
(3.53)
These defining relations are solved by the following expansions (using bispinor relations
(3.44)):






















































χα = −iλα(y) + θβ
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Here (Sµ)α, (S
µ
)α are conserved supercurrents, Tµν is a symmetric energy-momentum
tensor in the same improvement frame (see page 56) as the supercurrents, and
λα = −2(γµSµ)α + 2
√
2iωα,
D = −4T µµ + 4A,
B = A+ i∂µj
µ,
dH = 0, dY = 0, dF = 0,
(3.55)
where H,F, Y are forms with components Hµ, Fµν , Yµ. Additionally, y is the “chiral”
coordinate yµ = xµ− iθγµθ. If the forms Y or H are exact, the superfields Yα or χα may
be written as covariant derivatives: If Yµ = ∂µx, then Yα = DαX where X|θ0 = x, and if
Hµ = ∂µg, then χα = iDαG where G|θ0 = g.
Improvements
As discussed in earler, the solutions (3.54) with constraints (3.55) and current conserva-
tion equations ∂µ(S
µ)α = 0, ∂
µTµν = 0 are not the unique solution to defining constraints
(3.53). We may improve without violating the constraints
Sµ 7→ Sµ + 14γ
αβ
µ [Dα, Dβ]U,
χα 7→ χα −D
2
DαU,




where U = u+θη−θη+θ2N−θ2N+(θγµθ)Vµ− iθθK+ . . . is an arbitrary real superfield.
On a level of components, the improvement transforms
(Sµ)α 7→ (Sµ)α + εµνρ(γν∂ρη)α,
Tµν 7→ Tµν + 12(∂µ∂ν − ηµν∂
2)u,
Hµ 7→ Hµ − 4∂µK,
Fµν 7→ Fµν − 4(∂µVν − ∂νVµ),
Yµ 7→ Yµ − 2∂µN.
(3.57)
The general multiplet Sµ encompasses other, more restricted versions of supercurrent
multiplets. This is reflected in the fact that Sµ may be improved into smaller multiplets.
In particular:
1. When C = 0, χα = iDαG (in other words, H is exact) where there exists a well-
defined real U such that G = 2iD
α
DαU , then an improvement by U as above sends
χα to zero and we obtain a Ferrara-Zumino multiplet [127] (we relabel Sαβ to Jαβ):
D
βJαβ = Yα,
DαYβ +DβYα = 0, D
αYα = 0.
(3.58)
2. When C = 0, Yα = DαX (equivalently, when Y is exact) where there exists a well-




U , then an improvement by U as above sends Yα
to zero and we obtain an R-multiplet [129]:
D
βRαβ = χα,
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In this case, the lowest component jµ of the multiplet Rµ (we relabel Sµ to Rµ) is
a conserved R-current (in the general Sµ-multiplet, jµ is not conserved; however,
we still call it a “non-conserved R-current”).
3. When C = 0 and the improvements from 1. and 2. coincide, we can improve both
superfields χα,Yα to zero simultaneously. In that case we obtain a superconformal
multiplet
D
βSαβ = 0. (3.60)
Note that even if smaller multiplets exist, they enjoy some remaining “improvement gauge
invariance”. In particular, we may further improve the smaller multiplets without vio-
lating the respective additional constraints. For example, in the case of the R-multiplet,
the improvements that preserve the defining constraints (3.59) are transformations
Rµ 7→ Rµ + 14γ
αβ
µ [Dα, Dβ]U,




where U is not not arbitrary but must satisfy
DαD
2
U = 0 (3.62)
Brane currents
We may associate to the closed forms F,H, Y, C the brane currents defined by taking
their Hodge dual in M :
Cµ ∼ εµνρF νρ, Cµν ∼ εµνρHρ, C ′µν ∼ εµνρY
ρ
, Cµνρ ∼ εµνρC. (3.63)




are conserved and are invariant under the improvements (3.57) (cf. subsection 3.1.4). The
brane charges, if they are non-trivial, are central charges of the supersymmetry algebra
(but not of the Poincaré algebra). Indeed, the multiplet structure of Sµ implies a (more
general) local version of the supersymmetry algebra:





νρ + total derivatives,






One may find non-trivial central charges in the supersymmetry algebra upon integration
of both sides of each equation (to map (Sµ)β to Qβ). Each current Cµµ1...µk and the
corresponding charge Zµ1...µk is associated to a k-brane and non-zero brane charges form
a physical obstruction to improvements into smaller multiplets. In particular, a non-zero
charge associated to F or H obstructs the existence of a Ferrara-Zumino multiplet, and
a non-zero charge associated to Y obstructs the existence of an R-multiplet.
3.3 Supercurrent multiplets in 3D with boundary
In this section we will now layout the appropriate extension of supercurrent multiplets
to the case with boundary.
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3.3.1 General remarks and observations
Let us first discuss how the introduction of a boundary influences the structure of bulk
supercurrent multiplets.
Firstly, since at least one momentum generator is broken, supersymmetry is broken
to a subalgebra. The main focus of this work and of [3], is the case where subalgebra
isomorphic to 2D N = (0, 2) is preserved. We will also partly discuss the case where 2D
N = (1, 1) is preserved. Now, the bulk supercurrent multiplets, previously 3D N = 2
superfields, must decompose to corresponding subalgebra-superfields. We spell out these
decompositions in appendix C.2.1. In addition, the constraints (3.53), which are written
in 3D N = 2 language, must now decompose into constraints of the smaller subalgebra
superfields. We will exhibit the decompositions of these superfield equations in the next
subsection.
Secondly, as we saw in section 3.1, when a boundary is introduced, the conserved bulk
currents of any remaining symmetries (since some can be in principle broken) must be
supplemented by appropriate with boundary currents (3.12) satisfying appropriate con-
servation equations. The complete conservation equations of currents that are included
in supercurrent multiplets must follow from the constraints that define said supercurrent
multiplets, just like in bulk theories. The full supercurrent multiplets must therefore
consist of bulk and boundary pieces. The schematic form of full supercurrent multiplets
reads









Y fullα = YBα + δ(xn)Y∂α,
(3.65)
where once again Pµµ̂ is an embedding.
These two points imply, among other things, that conditions (a)–(d) are modified. It is
clear that the new superfields should contain the full conserved currents of unbroken sym-
metries (conditions (a), (b)). Furthermore, improvements of the full conserved currents
in the sense of (3.16) that form consistent multiplets under the smaller subalgebra, will
now form the improvements new supercurrent multiplets under the smaller subalgebra
(condition (c)). Lastly, under the smaller symmetry algebra, the previously indecom-
posable (bulk) multiplet in general decomposes into several indecomposable multiplets.
Therefore condition (d) is not preserved in general.
Let us state the structure of (maximal) subalgebras of the 3D N = 2 algebra which
may be preserved after the introduction of a boundary. The remaining, unbroken sym-
metry algebra is generated by tangential translations Pµ̂, Lorentz transformations Mµ̂ν̂
in the directions tangential to the boundary, as well as one of the following sets:
1. the supercharges Q+, Q+, which correspond to a 2D (0, 2)-subalgebra satisfying
(Q+)
2 = 0, {Q+, Q+} = −4i∂+, (3.66)
2. the supercharges Q−, Q−, i.e., the left-moving (2, 0) counterparts,
3. (real) supercharges Q−,Q+ corresponding to a 2D (1, 1)-subalgebra satisfying
(Q±)
2 = −i∂±, {Q−,Q+} = 0. (3.67)
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We focus mostly on the first case. In particular, we want to determine constraint equations
that define R-supercurrent multiplets in a 3D theory with boundary and 2D N = (0, 2)
supersymmetry. To do so, we first decompose the 3D N = 2 bulk constraints that
define the R-multiplet into N = (0, 2) bulk constraints, and then investigate N = (0, 2)
boundary constraints.





+ defined in appendix C.1.1. These operators are not to
be confused with the operators Dα, Dα acting on 3D N = 2 superspace; the two sets of
operators are related by (C.4). We will omit the label (0, 2) from now on.
3.3.2 Bulk 3D N = 2 constraints decomposed into N = (0, 2)
In this subsection, we will decompose the superfields4 (Rµ, χα) and the constraints (3.59)
by the N = (0, 2) subalgebra. The decomposition can be performed using features of
superspace: we define a branching coordinate ξµ that will essentially reduce the decom-
position into a Taylor expansion. It has the defining property that in the coordinates




property is that Q+, Q+ do not involve a derivative in ⊥-direction; for precise details,
see appendix C.1.1. In terms of ξ we can decompose
RBµ (x, θ, θ) = RB(0)µ + θ−RB(1)µ − θ
−RB(1)µ + θ−θ
−RB(2)µ ,










where we now denote bulk fields by a sub-/superscript B, and boundary fields (to appear
later) with a sub-/superscript ∂. The bracketed number superscripts refer to the order
in θ−, θ
−
we have expanded in. Here, each field on each right-hand side is a function
of (ξ, θ+, θ
+
), and we have suppressed the dependence for readability. The attractive
feature of ξ is the following: because Q+, Q+ commute with θ
−, θ
−
, the coefficient at
each order in θ−, θ
−
is in fact a (0, 2)-submultiplet — the remaining supersymmetry group
acts independently on each of them. This is a constructive way to decompose 3D N = 2
superfields with respect to the 2D N = (0, 2) subalgebra. The above decomposition,
e.g., for S is written explicitly in the appendix (C.26)–(C.28). The decomposition for
R-multiplet then follows immediately by setting appropriate terms to zero.
In terms of the (0, 2)-submultiplets, the constraints (3.59) are then written as the
following collection of equations, where we use coordinates ξ+ = ξ0 + ξ1, ξ− = ξ0 − ξ1
and ξ⊥ = x⊥ + i(θ+θ
− − θ−θ+). Explicitly:
From D−χα = 0:
χB(1b)α = 0, (3.69a)
χB(2)α + 2i∂−χ
B(0)
α = 0. (3.69b)
4The more general case of the S-multiplet is quite similar and is given in the appendix, see (C.32)–
(C.37).
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From D+χα = 0:
D+χ
B(0)





α = 0, (3.70b)
D+χ
B(2)
α = 0. (3.70c)





















− ) = 0. (3.71c)
Finally, the relation D

























Note that we have not introduced any new structure here: component-wise, equations
(3.59) have identical content as (3.69a)–(3.72d), simply “packaged” in N = (0, 2) lan-
guage. In particular, the bulk conservation equations follow from these constraints. Let
us explicitly recover for example the conservation of the R-current jBµ . This might seem
like a pointless exercise, but it will elucidate the analogous computation necessary to
“guess” the boundary constraints later.
We start with equation (3.72b) setting α = + and taking the imaginary part. Using
the reality of Rαβ (which implies the reality of RB(0)αβ and R
B(2)
αβ ), we arrive at
− Im(χB(1a)+ ) = Im(D+R
B(1)





Now consider equation (3.72a); setting α = −, conjugating, applying D+ on both sides
and finally taking the imaginary part we obtain
Im(D+χ
B(0)





From the reality of RB(0)αβ we get Im(D+D+R
B(0)
−− ) = 2∂+R
B(0)
−− . Finally, we use (3.71a) to





++ = 0. (3.75)
This equation also implies the bulk conservation of (SBµ )+, (S
B
µ )+ and T
B
µ+, as can be
verified by the expansions (C.26)–(C.28).
The bulk conservation for RB(1)αβ and R
B(2)
αβ follows similarly, while the conservation of
RB(2)αβ follows from (3.71c), (3.72b) and (3.72d), and implies the conservation of the bulk
5These have already been simplified by some relations already derived, e.g., (3.69a).
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tensor TBµ−. More interestingly, the conservation of R
B(1)
αβ follows from (3.72a)–(3.72d)
together with (3.71b), and implies the conservation of bulk supercurrents (SBµ )−, (S
B
µ )−
and the tensor TBµ⊥. As expected, the decomposition “singles out” these components,
indicating that they are components in “broken” directions (once a boundary is intro-
duced).
3.3.3 Boundary constraints in N = (0, 2)
In this subsection we want to essentially guess the correct structure for the boundary
pieces of the supercurrent multiplet. In the case of the R-multiplet we have restricted
ourselves to, the boundary parts are (collections of) superfields R∂µ and χ∂α (and Y∂α in
the case of the Sµ-multiplet). These must satisfy constraints, i.e., N = (0, 2)-superfield
equations, such that the boundary conservation equations follow for their components.
To extract an educated guess, we note again that the bulk constraints (3.69)–(3.72) can
be rewritten: bulk and boundary superfields are combined to our total supercurrent
multiplet
Rfullµ = RBµ + δ(ξ⊥)P µ̂µ R∂µ̂, (3.76)
where ξ is the “branching coordinate” (see discussion in the appendix around (C.1)) and
where both bulk and boundary pieces can be decomposed into (0, 2)-multiplets:6
RBµ (x, θ, θ) = RB(0)µ + θ−RB(1)µ − θ
−RB(1)µ + θ−θ
−RB(2)µ ,






and for auxiliary fields



















Here, again, the fields on the right-hand sides are functions of (ξ, θ+, θ
+
). The boundary
part is motivated by the (0, 2)-expansions (C.26)–(C.28) of the bulk multiplet, which
imply that
RB(0)µ = jBµ + . . . ,
RB(1)µ = −i(SBµ )− + . . . ,
RB(2)µ = −2Kµ− + . . . ,
(3.79)
where again jBµ is the R-symmetry current, (S
B
µ ) the supercurrent and, (for the R-
multiplet) Kµν = 2Tνµ − 14εµνρH
ρ. We therefore simply complete these pairs by setting
R∂(0)µ̂ = j
∂
µ̂ + . . . ,
R∂(2)µ̂ = −2K
∂
µ̂− + . . . ,
(3.80)
as the bulk conserved currents have to be paired with their respective boundary currents.
Note that we do not consider a boundary contribution to the “broken” (SBµ )− currents,
as we have no guiding principle in this framework. The constraints that the boundary
6This is essentially an embedding into 3D N = 2 superspace, see [132, 133].
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pieces must satisfy, must be of similar form as (3.69a)–(3.72d), but instead of imposing
divergence-freeness, they should impose (3.12) on the remaining, conserved boundary
currents.
We postulate the following adjustments on (3.69)–(3.72), now applied to boundary
multiplets R∂(∗)αα and we check their validity directly after:
1. There are only +,− spacetime directions for a two-dimensional boundary (x++, x−−
in bispinor notation, cf. (3.44)). Hence, we only have superfields R∂(∗)++ ,R
∂(∗)
−− , and
no superfield R∂(∗)+− .
2. The supersymmetry associated to (SBµ )− is broken in the presence of a boundary;
therefore, we do not consider boundary contributions to this component and as such
no R∂(1)αα should appear.
3. Lastly, in order to transform the bulk conservation equations to boundary conserva-
tion equations for boundary components, we must replace terms of the form ∂⊥A
∂
with −AB|∂ whenever such terms appear, as motivated by the form of (3.12). This
transformation parses well with the fact that derivatives in the ⊥-direction make
little sense when they act on boundary currents, in particular when the boundary
currents are functions of purely boundary fields.
Using these principles, we can obtain the following set of constraints on the postulated
boundary multiplets:
Analogs to (3.69):














+ |∂ = 0, (3.82b)
D+χ
∂(2)













− |∂) = 0. (3.83b)
Lastly, the analogs to (3.72):
χ
∂(0)
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Note that, a priori by applying our guiding rules 1.–3. we obtain three further relations,
which we have intentionally omitted. More precisely, these are: the analog of (3.69b) for





+ = 0, (3.85)















− |∂ = 0. (3.87)
To see why these must be omitted, we have the following argument from [3]: the first
relation (3.85) is compatible with equations (3.84a) and (3.84e) only if RB(1)+− |∂ = 0.
The second relation (3.86) is consistent with equations (3.84d) and (3.72a) again only if
RB(1)+− |∂ = 0. Lastly, the third relation (3.87) is consistent with (3.84a), (3.84d), (3.84e)
and (3.72a), once more only if RB(1)+− |∂ = 0. Hence, including any of the three relations
in the constraints of boundary (0, 2)-supermultiplets implies that we must have
RB(1)+− |∂ = −i(SB⊥ )−|∂ + . . . = 0, (3.88)
which is equivalent to the conservation of the “broken” charge Q− (and similarly for Q−,
with trivial boundary components (3.12) with a trivial boundary part. However, the
conservation of Q−, Q− would imply, by the supersymmetry algebra, the conservation of
of P⊥, which is obviously inconsistent with the presence of the boundary.
Let us now verify that the boundary conservation equation follows from these con-
straints, in the example of R∂(0)αα : Taking the imaginary part of (3.84c) and using the
reality of the multiplet, we have
Im(χ
∂(1a)
+ ) = 2R
B(0)
+− |∂ − 2∂−R
∂(0)
++ . (3.89)
Now we take equation (3.84b), conjugate it, apply D+ on both sides and finally take
imaginary part again and we get:
Im(D+χ
∂(0)
− ) = Im(D+D+R
∂(0)
−− ). (3.90)
Again, due to the reality of R∂(0)−− , we have that Im(D+D+R
∂(0)
−− ) = 2∂+R
∂(0)
−− . Finally, we
can combine equations (3.89) and (3.90) using (3.83a) into the conservation equation for
the boundary R-current:




−− = 0. (3.91)






In a similar fashion, we may derive boundary conservation of R∂(2)αα using equations
(3.84f), (3.83b), (3.84c) and (3.84d). Component-wise it implies the conservation of the
boundary tensor T ∂µ̂− . As we would expect, no boundary analog to bulk conservation of
(SBµ )− follows from the boundary constraints.
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3.3.4 Integrated supercurrent multiplets
Comparison to pure 2D theories
The supercurrent multiplets defined by (3.69)–(3.72) for the bulk part and (3.81)–(3.84)
for the boundary part are (0, 2)-multiplets of a three-dimensional theory with boundary,
with supersymmetry algebra isomorphic to that of a 2D (0, 2)-theory. Since 2D (0, 2)-
theories come with a lot of inherent structure [134, 135], it is interesting to compare
these pure 2D (0, 2) supercurrent multiplets with the exising structure of this theory. Let
us first recall some generalities about the pure 2D supercurrent multiplets following [69,
134].
In a 2D theory withN = (0, 2) supersymmetry, the general S-multiplet is given by the




−−−−, C) along with defining constraints, such that
conditions (a)–(d) are satisfied. For details on their structure see [69, 134]. Similarly
to three and four dimensions, if the (0, 2)-model we consider has an R-symmetry, we





components are those of the R-current. In addition to the R-current components, these
multiplets contain an improved energy momentum tensor Tµν . Furthermore, the structure
of the multiplet guarantees that we can define the so-called half-twisted energy-momentum
tensor T̃µν




T̃+− = T+− − i2∂−j+,
T̃−− = T−− − i2∂−j−,
(3.92)
which satisfies
{Q+, · · · } = T̃+µ̂,
{Q+, T̃−−} = 0, but {Q+, · · · } 6= T̃−−,
(3.93)
simply by virtue of the multiplet structure. In other words, the components of the twisted
energy-momentum tensor are Q+-cohomology elements, and T̃−− is a non-trivial element.
The representation in Q+-cohomology is important, because one can show that the chiral
algebra in the Q+-cohomology of observables is invariant under renormalization group
flow and therefore ‘knows’ about possible IR fixed points of the model under consideration
[134]. In particular, there is an emergent conformal symmetry on the level of cohomology.
As a technical step, note that the Q+-cohomology is isomorphic to the D+-cohomology
(as an operator acting on fields). We can therefore establish the existence of the “half-
twisted” stress tensor on the level of superfields by examining the defining constraints of
the 2D (0, 2) supercurrent multiplet: the non-trivial components of the twisted energy-
momentum tensor must arise as a D+-closed linear combination of superfields from the
supercurrent multiplet. Indeed, one can easily check [134] that the following relation
holds:
D+(T (0,2)−−−− + 2i∂−R
(0,2)
−− ) = 0. (3.94)
In the remaining of this subsection we will perform a similar analysis to conclude whether
some linear combination of fields (corresponding to a “half-twisted” stress tensor) is in
the Q+-cohomology.
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An energy-momentum tensor (not) in the cohomology
Our three-dimensional theory with boundary has the same supersymmetry algebra as a
2DN = (0, 2) theory; hence, we might expect a similar structure as far as Q+-cohomology
is concerned. Indeed, we can identify the relations similar to (3.94) in 3D by combining
bulk equations (3.69b),(3.72a) and (3.72d) for α = − to
D+(RB(2)−− + 2i∂−R
B(0)
−− ) = −2i∂⊥R
B(1)
−− , (3.95)
as well as boundary equations (3.81b), (3.84b) and (3.84f) to
D+(R∂(2)−− + 2i∂−R
∂(0)
−− ) = 2iR
B(1)
−− |∂. (3.96)
In addition, we can also use (3.70b), (3.72a) and (3.72b) for α = + to conclude
D+(RB(2)++ + 2iR
B(0)
++ ) = −2i∂⊥R
B(1)
++ . (3.97)
Similarly, we combine boundary equations (3.82b), (3.83b) and (3.72a) into
D+(R∂(2)++ + 2i∂−R
∂(0)
++ ) = 2iR
B(1)
++ |∂. (3.98)
Using the full R-multiplet Rfull(∗)αβ = R
B(∗)
αβ + δ(ξ
⊥)R∂(∗)αβ these relations are written
D+(Rfull(2)±± + 2i∂−R
full(0)




Integrated currents and multiplets
From equation (3.99) we deduce we cannot simply apply the pure 2D argument to ex-
tract a local energy-momentum tensor twisted by the R-symmetry such that it is a Q+-
cohomology element. However, some similar structure still remains which we discuss
now.
We may view our three-dimensional quantum field theory with boundary with a finite
number of fields as a two-dimensional quantum field theory with an infinite number of
fields. More precisely, instead of viewing bulk fields, loosely speaking, as maps ∂M ×
R≤0 → T , we view them as maps ∂M → {maps: R≤0 → T} [39, 136]. Now, instead of
considering separate bulk and boundary actions, we can write a single Lagrangian for the
full theory:







The action is unchanged, but integration along x⊥ is now an operation on the new target
space, as opposed to an integral on spacetime. The integration along x⊥ also translates
to conserved currents: as the theory is now formally two-dimensional, applying Noether’s
theorem to the above Lagrangian yields a two-dimensional current of the form
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is identical to the one belonging to the local current: To find the conserved charge of a
current, one has to integrate all spatial directions, and the integrated current is merely
an “intermediate step” of this integration. The conservation equations (3.12) now take
the familiar form
∂µ̂J int.µ̂ = 0, (3.103)
where boundary conditions are possibly used.
In a similar fashion, we introduce the integrated supercurrent multiplets




These have then the desirable property that the right-hand side of (3.99) cancels exactly
due to the integral:
D+(Rint.(2)−− + 2i∂−R
int.(0)
−− ) = 0,
D+(Rint.(2)++ + 2i∂−R
int.(0)
++ ) = 0.
(3.105)
The general arguments from [134] presented in section 3.3.4 then imply that the lowest
components, ∼ (T int.−− − i2∂−j
int.
− ) appearing in the first equation and ∼ (T int.−+ − i2∂−j
int.
+ )
appearing in the second equation, are in fact Q+-cohomology elements in the integrated
2D theory. In fact, a stronger statement holds: the integrated multiplets are genuine 2D
N = (0, 2) supersymmetry multiplets. Setting
R(0,2)αα := Rint.(0)αα ,




the constraints (3.69)–(3.72) and (3.81)–(3.84) imply that these are proper 2D (0, 2)-
supercurrent multiplets in the sense of [69, 134].
3.4 Case study: Landau-Ginzburg model
In this section we want to test the structure outlined in the previous section 3.3 on a sim-
ple theory, namely one with a chiral superfield and a superpotential, following [3]. First
we recall some structure of this model from kindergarden, including explicit field content
in components, the Lagrangian and equations of motion. Then we introduce a bound-
ary and discuss preservation of (N = (0, 2)) supersymmetry. In that regard we discuss
adding boundary matter and possible boundary conditions. Lastly, we explicitly identify
examples of supercurrent multiplets accommodating for the existence of the boundary.
3.4.1 Set-up: Field content and boundaries
Bulk theory for one chiral with superpotential
We now study a 3D N = 2 Landau-Ginzburg model, i.e., a theory of chiral superfields
with superpotential, which lives on three-dimensional Minkowski space, which will be
modified later to the half-space M = {x ∈ R1,2|x⊥ := x1 ≤ 0} with boundary.
The chiral field is given by
Φ3D(x, θ, θ) = φ(y) +
√
2θψ(y) + θθF (y), yµ = xµ − iθγµθ, (3.107)
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where φ is a complex scalar field, ψα is a complex fermion, and F is a complex auxiliary

















d4θΦ3DΦ3D = −∂µφ∂µφ+ i2(ψγ
µ∂µψ)− i2(∂µψγ
µψ) +FF + 1
4
∂2(φφ), (3.109)
where we keep total derivative terms explicitly as they become important when a bound-
ary is introduced.
The superpotential is determined in superspace and component form:
LW =
∫
d2θW (Φ3D) + cc. = W
′(φ)F − 1
2
W ′′(φ)ψψ + cc. (3.110)
The bulk equations of motion are given by
D
2
Φ = −4W ′(Φ)⇔

0 = F +W ′(φ)
0 = ∂µ∂
µφ+W ′′(φ)F − 1
2
W ′′′(φ)ψψ
0 = i(γµ∂µψ)α −W ′′(φ)ψα
 . (3.111)
Adding a boundary and breaking to N = (0, 2)
Now let’s consider that the theory is on the half-space M . As discussed in subsection
3.3.2, we must first decompose bulk fields into representations of the remainingN = (0, 2)
subalgebra. Under the subalgebra, the chiral field Φ3D decomposes into a (0, 2) chiral mul-







Ψ = ψ− −
√








The chirality condition reads
D+Φ = 0, (3.113)
while the “chirality” condition for the Fermi superfield is
D+Ψ =
√
2EΨ, EΨ = −i∂⊥Φ, (3.114)
where EΨ is the E-potential. The (0, 2) supersymmetry variation (generated by δsym :=
εQ+ − εQ+, cf. equation (C.2)) of the component fields is
δsymφ =
√
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i.e., simply the restriction of (3.108) to the (0, 2)-subalgebra, given by choosing εα = ( 0ε ).
























LW = − 1√2
∫
dθ+ΨW ′(Φ) + cc.
(3.116)
Note that the first line in Lkin. is invariant under (0, 2)-supersymmetry even in the pres-
ence of a boundary, as its (0, 2)-variation is just a total x+-derivative. The second line
is an x⊥-derivative, so it manifestly breaks (0, 2)-supersymmetry in the presence of a
boundary, and hence dictates part of the “boundary compensating term” that must be
compensated to preserve supersymmetry in “a boundary condition-independent way”
[126].
The equations of motion may again be written as N = (0, 2) superfield equations:









3.4.2 Preserving some supersymmetry: boundary fields, factorization, bound-
ary conditions














(V ⊥kin. + V
⊥
W ), (3.118)
which is non-zero in general. To preserve at least N = (0, 2) supersymmetry, we must
compensate these bulk variations.
For the kinetic term, we add a boundary compensating term ∆̃kin. to the boundary
Lagrangian (in a boundary-condition-independent way) as in [126, 137]. The boundary









This ensures that no boundary condition is necessary for cancelation. In addition, we
note that the −1
4
∂⊥(φφ) of the proposed ∆̃kin. cancels the bulk total derivative in x
⊥
direction when it is rewritten as a bulk term. Hence, we may drop a 1
4
∂2(φφ) term from
the bulk and a−1
4
∂⊥(φφ) term from the boundary simultaneously, leaving us with bulk
and boundary Lagrangians with first-order derivatives only (which makes our lives easier
when applying Noether’s theorem later on)
LB = −∂µφ∂µφ+ i2(ψγ
µ∂µψ)− i2(∂µψγ
µψ)









∆kin. = − i2ψ+ψ− +
i
2
ψ−ψ+ = − i2ψψ.
(3.120)
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dθ+εW (Φ) + cc.
)
+ ∂+(. . . ) = ∂⊥(−iεψ+W ′(φ) + cc.) + ∂+(. . . ),
(3.121)
where the right-hand side needs to be canceled again somehow. To that end, we introduce
a 2D boundaryN = (0, 2) Fermi multiplet with E- and J-potential terms, as done in [100,
137–139], where a 1D Fermi multiplet was used to compensate bulk 2D superpotential
terms, or as in for three-dimensional cases [22, 36]. The Fermi multiplet in components
is given by









where η is a complex Weyl fermion, G is an auxiliary field (related to the J-potential
on-shell), the E-potential is a holomorphic function of chiral fields — in our case the










2ε(2i∂+η − E ′ψ+).
(3.124)




















ψ+η − |E|2 − |J |2,
(3.125)












The N = (0, 2) supersymmetry variation can be computed to be
δsymLH = i
∫
dθ+εJ(Φ)E(Φ) + cc. + ∂+(. . . ). (3.127)
which is of the same form as the variation of (3.121). Hence, in case of a matrix factor-
ization
W (Φ)|∂ = E(Φ)J(Φ)|∂, (3.128)
the bulk term from the variation will be compensated exactly, and (0, 2)-supersymmetry
is preserved. This deviates from the folklore [65] that a pure 2D N = (0, 2) theory must
fulfill E · J = 0 in order to preserve supersymmetry: the “failure” of the boundary
Fermi multiplet to meet this condition cancels the failure of the bulk theory to preserve
N = (0, 2)-supersymmetry at the boundary.
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(ψ+ψ− − ψ−ψ+) (cf. (3.120)). Af-
ter using the algebraic (auxiliary) equations of motion, we get the following component
expansions:
LB = −∂µφ∂µφ+ i2(ψγ
µ∂µψ)− i2(∂µψγ
µψ)
− |W (φ)|2 − 1
2





L∂ = iη∂+η − i∂+ηη − |J |2 − |E|2 − E
′
ψ+η − E ′ηψ+
− iJ ′ψ+η − iJ
′
ψ+η − i2(ψ+ψ− − ψ−ψ+)|∂.
(3.130)
Assuming the factorization condition, the (0, 2)-variation of the total action is zero, and
ence N = (0, 2) supersymmetry is preserved in a boundary-condition-independent way
(although imposing factorization may restrict the possible boundary conditions). Let us
however look at possible (classes of) explicit boundary condition in more detail.
Symmetric boundary conditions
We discuss the case with and without superpotential separately, following [3]
1. Without superpotential (discussed also in [39])
 (generalized) Dirichlet : Φ = 0 or more generally Φ = c (in components φ = c
and ψ+ = 0), where we may need to add boundary terms to the action to
make it supersymmetric.
 Neumann: Ψ = 0 (in components ∂⊥φ = 0 and ψ− = 0. This is the dynam-
ical boundary condition in the sense of (3.8) for the action (3.120) without
superpotential. One can “flip” into a (generalized) Dirichlet as a dynamical
boundary condition by adding appropriate boundary terms [39].
 Mixed conditions : In models with more than one 3D chiral superfield, we may
assign Dirichlet conditions to some and Neumann conditions to others [39].
2. With superpotential.
 (generalized) Dirichlet : Setting Φ = c is symmetric and also statically cancels
the supervariation of the potential (3.121), although in a boundary-condition-
dependent way. However, if W ′(c)|∂ 6= 0, supersymmetry is broken sponta-
neously, as the vacuum expectation value of ψ− then transforms non-trivially
under supersymmetry.
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 Mixed conditions : Setting Ψ = 0 (Neumann) is only symmetric if W ′(φ)|∂ = 0.
For one bosonic field, this holds only if W = 0, as φ is unconstrained on the
boundary. If W 6= 0 and the theory has more than one chiral superfield,
one can assign Dirichlet conditions to some and Neumann conditions to oth-
ers while maintaining supersymmetry (a requirement the authors in [39] call
“sufficiently Dirichlet”).
 Factorized Neumann: This is the main case we want to focus on. It the dy-
namical boundary condition imposed if we introduce boundary Fermi multiplet
and have a non-zero superpotential, as in this subsection (see page 73). It is
thus the analogue to the Neumann boundary condition for zero superpotential:
Ψ = −iHE ′(Φ)−HJ ′(Φ)⇔
{
ψ− = −iηE ′ − ηJ ′,




One can check that it is indeed symmetric if the factorization condition (3.128)
is met. We use this boundary condition in our computations for currents and
current multiplets. This choice of boundary condition in fact encodes a collec-
tion of boundary conditions labeled by the choices of matrix factorizations of
W (since the boundary condition depends explicitly on E and J).
3.4.3 Current components
In this subsection we explicitly compute the Noether currents of the Landau-Ginzburg
model with non-zero superpotential, a boundary Fermi multiplet and assuming factoriza-
tion condition (3.128) and (factorized) Neumann boundary condition (3.131).
R-current
Suppose that the superpotentials W,E, J are (quasi-)homogeneous functions of Φ. In the
case of one chiral field this means that
W = Φ(1/α), E = Φ`E , J = Φ`J , (3.132)
where 1/α, `E, `J are non-negative integers. For multiple chiral fields Φi, the condition for
quasi-homogeneity reads W (Φ1, . . . ,Φk) =
∑
i αiΦi∂ΦiW for some choice of R-charges αi.
Under these assumptions the action is invariant under the R-symmetry transformation:
θ+ 7→ e−iτθ+, Φ 7→ e−2iταΦ,
Ψ 7→ e−iτ(2α−1)Ψ, H 7→ e−iτ(`E−`J )αH,
(3.133)
where τ is the symmetry variation parameter Note that factorization implies
α(`E + `J) = 1. (3.134)
The bulk contribution to the R-current is given by
jBµ = 2iα(φ∂µφ− ∂µφφ) + (1− 2α)ψγµψ, (3.135)
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Supercurrents
After introducing the boundary only (0, 2)-supersymmetry is preserved; however we
present th full 3D N = 2 supersymmetry in the bulk, as the (0, 2)-restrictions of the
bulk currents remain identical (and covariant notation can be conveniently used).
 Noether frame (S-frame).








Its (0, 2)-restriction δsym = ε

















The boundary contribution induced by δsym = ε















If the Lagrangian has an R-symmetry (3.133), we may improve the above supercur-
rent to a supercurrent which is part of the R-multiplet. We call this improvement























α denotes the supercurrent in the Noether frame, α = (degW )
−1 and
the last equality holds assuming equations of motion (3.111) and homogeneity of
W .













2α(`J − `E)(Jη + iEη)
)
, (3.141)
where the last equality uses boundary conditions (3.131).
Energy-momentum tensor
Similarly to the case of supercurrents, we stick to covariant notation for the bulk pieces,
even though certain directions are no longer symmetries. Let us start by simplifying the
Lagrangians (3.130) on-shell:7
LB on-shell= −∂ρφ∂ρφ− |W ′|2, (3.142)
L∂ on-shell= −|E|2 − |J |2. (3.143)
7Note that the second equation also uses boundary conditions (3.131). Without using them, we get






ψ+η)− i2 (ψ+ψ− − ψ−ψ+)|∂ .
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 Noether frame (S-frame).
Using the Noether procedure, in the bulk we find the non-symmetric stress tensor
T̂Bµν = ∂µφ∂νφ+ ∂νφ∂µφ+
i
2
∂µψγνψ − i2ψγν∂µψ − ηµν(∂ρφ∂
ρφ+ |W ′|2), (3.144)
and in the boundary we find (using equations of motion but not boundary condi-
tions)

















E ′ηψ+ + E
′

















E ′ηψ+ + E
′






If we utilize the boundary conditions (3.131), the expressions simplify to








η∂+η − i2∂+ηη +
1
2




(|E|2 + |J |2).
(3.146)
 Symmetrization.











where Hρ = −2i∂ρ(ψψ).8 The bulk improvement induces a boundary improvement
is T ∂µ̂ν̂ = T̂
∂
µ̂ν̂ − i4εµ̂ν̂nψψ|∂, so we find








η∂+η − i2∂+ηη +
1
2














(ψ−ψ+ − ψ+ψ−)|∂ = iη∂+η − i∂+ηη, (3.149)
which shows that the boundary components are symmetric modulo boundary con-
ditions in this frame as well.
8This is precisely the brane current from the supercurrent multiplet, see appendix C.2.5. To obtain
the desired form for TBµν we use equations of motion and the Clifford algebra.
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 R-frame.
Again, as for the supercurrent, there is an improved energy-momentum tensor in






= (1− α)(∂νφ∂µφ+ ∂µφ∂νφ)− α(∂µ∂νφφ+ φ∂µ∂νφ) + i2(∂(νψγµ)ψ)
− i
2




where for the last equality we have used equations of motion. The boundary con-














η∂+η − i2∂+ηη +
1
2
(|E|2 + |J |2) + α
2




(|E|2 + |J |2) + α
2
∂⊥(φφ)|∂ + i8(ψ−ψ+ − ψ+ψ−)|∂.
(3.151)
Note that the boundary stress tensor is still symmetric, assuming the factorized
Neumann boundary condition.
3.4.4 Supercurrent multiplets of the LG model
In this subsection we will assemble the conserved current components into supercurrent
multiplets. First we assemble the bulk parts into 3DN = 2 supercurrent multiplets. Then
we break them into multiplets under the N = (0, 2) subalgebra, and complete these into
admissible supercurrent multiplets of theories with boundary, in the sense of section 3.3,
following [3]. Finally, we discuss the integrated supercurrent multiplets for this theory.
In the bulk, in N = 2
Let us assume for the moment that the theory is a pure bulk theory and the Lagrangian
is given by L = Lkin. + LW where the summands are as in (3.109), (3.110). In such a
theory a valid S-multiplet is given by
Sαβ = DαΦ3DDβΦ3D +DβΦ3DDαΦ3D. (3.152)
It contains the supercurrent and energy-momentum tensor (in the S-frame) in its com-
ponents (cf. (C.44). We may set
Yβ := −DαΦ3DD
2
Φ3D = 4DαW (Φ3D), χα := (−12)D
2
Dα(Φ3DΦ3D) (3.153)
where in the first equation we have used the bulk equation of motion (3.111). The
multiplet §αβ then readily satisfies
D
αSαβ = Yβ + χβ. (3.154)
and the remaining defining equations in (3.53) can be verified easily, proving that this is
indeed an S-multiplet, with zero central charge C. This S-multiplet can be improved to
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a Ferrara-Zumino multiplet (3.58) using the improvement UFZ = −12Φ3DΦ3D in (3.56),




DαU = 0. The multiplet is explicitly
Jαβ = 12(DαΦ3DDβΦ3D +DβΦ3DDαΦ3D) +
1
2
(iΦ3D∂αβΦ3D − i∂αβΦ3DΦ3D). (3.155)
If the theory has an R-symmetry (i.e., if W (Φ3D) = Φ
1/α
3D , cf. section 3.4.3) is present,
we may improve the multiplet using UR = −2αΦ3DΦ3D, which sets Yα to zero modulo
equations of motion:
Y ′α = 4DαW (Φ3D)− 12DαD
2
U = 4DαW (Φ3D)− 4αDα(Φ3DW ′(Φ3D)) = 0. (3.156)
Then Sαβ becomes
Rαβ = (1− 2α)(DαΦ3DDβΦ3D +DβΦ3DDαΦ3D) + 2α(iΦ3D∂αβΦ3D − i∂αβΦ3DΦ3D).
(3.157)
We see that the lowest component of this multiplet is exactly the R-current (3.135), and
one can check that the remaining currents in the R-multiplet are in the R-frame.
In the “bulk”, in N = (0, 2)
Let us revert back to our Landau-Ginzburg theory with a boundary and a boundary
Fermi multiplets whose E- and J-potentials factorize the superpotential (3.128). We want
to extend the above bulk supercurrent multiplet to a bulk and boundary supercurrent
multiplet as described in subsection 3.3.2. Following [3], we do so for the Noether current
in the R-frame, furnishing the R-multiplet.
The proposed structure of the full supercurrent multiplet takes the following form,








R∂αα = R∂(0)αα + θ−R∂(1)αα︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0





The boundary components only have (++) and (−−) indices as the indices (+−) corre-
spond to the ⊥-direction. Each summand of the above expansion is a (0, 2)-submultiplet
of the left-hand side (for details, see the intermezzo in 3.2.2). Explicitly, these submulti-
plets of the bulk R-multiplet are:
 The zeroth-order bulk (0, 2)-superfields are
RB(0)++ = 8α(iΦ∂+Φ− i∂+ΦΦ)− 2(1− 2α)D+ΦD+Φ
= 4jB+ + . . . ,
RB(0)−− = 8α(iΦ∂−Φ− i∂−ΦΦ)− 4(1− 2α)ΨΨ
= 4jB− + . . . ,
RB(0)+− = −4α(iΦ∂⊥Φ− i∂⊥ΦΦ)−
√
2(1− 2α)(D+ΦΨ + ΨD+Φ)
= −2jB⊥ + . . . .
(3.159)
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 The first-order bulk (0, 2)-superfields are









= −4i(SB+ )R− + . . . ,
RB(1)−− = −8i
√
2(1− α)Ψ∂−Φ + 8i
√
2αΦ∂−Ψ



















− + . . . .
(3.160)
 The second-order bulk (0, 2)-superfields are9
RB(2)++ = −16
(




























= −16(TB−+)R + 2(CB+−)R + . . . ,
RB(2)−− = −16
(





= −16(TB−−)R + . . . ,
RB(2)+− = 8
(





(∂−D+ΦΨ + ∂−ΨD+Φ−D+Φ∂Ψ −Ψ∂−D+Φ)
)
= 8(TB−⊥)
R − (CB⊥−)R . . . ,
(3.161)
where the lowest components are given by the energy-momentum tensor (3.150) and
the brane current (CBµν)
R = εµνρ(H
ρ)R in the R-frame: HRµ = −2i(1 − 4α)∂µ(ψψ)
where we have used (3.57) and the explicit improvement UR. Additionally, L̃B
stands for the (0, 2)-completed superfield starting from the bulk Lagrangian on-
shell
L̃B = 2∂+Φ∂−Φ + 2∂−Φ∂+Φ− ∂⊥Φ∂⊥Φ− |W ′(Φ)|2. (3.162)
Adding a boundary
We now complete the decomposed bulk pieces by appropriate boundary pieces, guided
by the explicit current components from the previous section.
For the zeroth componentR∂(0)µ̂ , we simply (0, 2)-supersymmetrically complete the bound-
ary R-current (3.136), where again α = (degW )−1, `E = degE and `J = deg J :
R∂(0)−− = 4α(`E − `J)HH,
R∂(0)++ = 0.
(3.163)
This (0, 2)-completion (R∂(0))µ̂ of (j∂)µ̂ does not contain all the boundary contributions
necessary: we need also T ∂−− to the energy-momentum tensor, which are not contained in
9Note the general expansions (C.26c),(C.27c) and (C.28c), in particular the definition of Kµν (C.29).
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our boundary multiplet (R∂(0))++.10 The correction for the second-order terms (R∂(2))αα
is
R∂(2)++ = 8L̃∂ − 8α∂⊥(ΦΦ) + 4
√
2iα(D+ΦΨ−ΨD+Φ)|∂
= −8|J(Φ)|2 − 8|E(Φ)|2 − 8α∂⊥(ΦΦ) + 4
√
2iα(D+ΦΨ−ΨD+Φ)|∂
= −16(T ∂−+)R + 2C∂+− + . . . ,
R∂(2)−− = 8i∂−HH − 8iH∂−H
= −16(T ∂−−)R + . . . ,
(3.164)
where the boundary contribution (C∂µ̂ν̂)
R to the brane current (CBµν)
R in the R-frame
(C∂+−)
R = −i(1− 4α)ψψ is induced by symmetrization of the energy-momentum tensor
(cf. page 77), and L̃∂ stands for the (0, 2)-completed the on-shell boundary Lagrangian:
L̃∂ = −|J(Φ)|2 − |E(Φ)|2. (3.165)
Integrated supercurrent multiplets
We now look at integrated supercurrent multiplets as in section 3.3.4. We integrate all
the fields along x⊥ ∈ (−∞, 0), which renders the Landau-Ginzburg model effectively two-
dimensional. By doing so, we recover the genuine 2DN = (0, 2) (integrated) supercurrent
multiplets.





8α(iΦ∂+Φ− i∂+ΦΦ)− 2(1− 2α)D+ΦD+Φ
]
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After using equations of motion (3.111), (3.126), boundary conditions (3.131), fac-
torization condition (3.128) and homogeneity of superpotential terms, we find that these










++ ) = 0.
(3.168)
which shows that the respective lowest components are Q+-cohomology elements (cf.
section 3.3.4).
10See (C.26)–(C.28) for details: T+− and T++ are contained in the (0)-pieces, while T−− is contained
in the (2)-piece.
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Appendix A
Special functions
In this appendix subsection we recall some basic functions [104, 105].
The q-Pochhammer symbol is defined by
(z; q)∞ :=
{∏∞
r=0(1− qrz) , |q| < 1, z ∈ C,∏∞
r=1
1







, |q| ≷ 1, (A.2)
follows directly from the definition.




, |q| ≷ 1, z, α ∈ C (generic) , (A.3)
from which the usual formulas follow
(z; q)n =
{∏n−1
r=0 (1− qrz) , n ≥ 0 ,∏−n
r=1
1
1−q−rz , n < 0 .
(A.4)
The q-Pochhammer symbol can also be expanded as



















where on the very right-hand side Bn are the Bernoulli numbers and Lik is the k-th
polylogarithm. We also define the theta function as
θq(z) := (z; q)∞(qz
−1; q)∞ . (A.6)


















where z, α ∈ C are generic and n ∈ Z.
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Appendix B
Cohomology and K-theory of
complex Grassmannians
B.1 Cohomology
In this section, we discuss the classical cohomology of complex Grassmannians Gr(M,N),
i.e., complex M -planes in CN . Results from the literature concerning different presenta-
tions elucidates the ‘transition’ between classical, quantum and equivariant versions of
the topological rings. Throughout this section Greek letters µ, ν, ρ, . . . will denote Young
diagrams.
B.1.1 Cell structure, Schubert calculus and Schur polynomials
Cell structure




is to consider its cell structure
[95]. One can show that complex Grassmannians have a CW structure with cells given
by the complex codimension |µ| Schubert varieties Cµ ⊂ Gr(M,N)
{Gr(M,N) = C∅, C1, C2, C1,1, · · · , C(N−M)M}, (B.1)
and trivial boundary maps. The definition of Cµ depends on choice of a complete flag
0 = V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ . . . VN = CN , (B.2)
and it reads
Cµ := {p ∈ Gr(M,N)| dim(p ∩ VN−M+a−µa) ≥ a, a = 1, . . . ,M}. (B.3)
Schubert calculus




which in turn defines a




by Poincaré duality. The classes are independent
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where BM×(N−M) is the ‘full box’ Young diagram (N−M)M . The multiplicative structure
can be similarly determined: the cup product obeys




where Cρµν are the Littlewood-Richardson coefficients, computed e.g., via Pieri and Gi-
ambelli formulas, with the added relations that Cρµν = 0 whenever any of µ, ν, ρ *
BM×(N−M).
Schur polynomials
Schur polynomials are symmetric polynomials in M variables, labeled by Young diagrams.
They can be defined as [140]




and they form a basis of the vector space of symmetric polynomials in M variables. Their
multiplicative structure is




where Cρµν are (as opposed to (B.5)), unrestricted Littlewood-Richardson coefficients,
computable by Pieri and Giambelli formulas. It is hence clear that Schur polynomials
yield an incarnation of (duals to) Schubert cycles, and hence a presentation of Grassman-




) ∼= C〈σµ〉〈σµ · σν −∑ρCρµνσρ, {σµ}µ*BM×(N−M)〉 . (B.8)
Note that the above presentation is not a minimal one: as a ring, we in fact only need
the Schur polynomials labeled by ‘vertical’ diagrams σ1, σ1,1, . . . , σ1M .
In the context of Schubert calculus, geometric interpretation of variables xa. These




based on “splitting” rings, or based on the symplectic quotient construction of Gr(M,N).
We discuss these constructions in the next subsections.
B.1.2 Splitting ring presentation




can be found e.g., in [120] or [141, Ex. 14.6.6].
We start with the fact that the tangent bundle satisfies T Gr(M,N) ∼= Hom(S,Q), where
S is the tautological bundle of rank M and Q is the quotient bundle of rank N −M
determined by the Euler sequence
0→ S → CN→ Q→ 0 (B.9)
1The numerator denotes the free commutative polynomial ring in the symbols {σµ}, and the denom-
inator 〈x, y〉 denotes the ideal generated by elements x, y.
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(1 + xaq), (B.10)
where q is a formal (degree 2) variable, and xa ∈ R are the Chern roots of S∗. From the
above equation it is clear that
ca(S
∗) = σ1a(x), (B.11)
where on the right-hand side we have the a-th elementary symmetric polynomial, written
in terms of Schur polynomials [140]. One can also show that, in terms of the roots xa,
the Chern classes of Q are
ci(Q) = σi(x). (B.12)
The ca’s and ci’s generate H




) ∼= C〈(−1)aσ1a(x), σi(x)〉a=1,...,M,i=1,...,N−M〈cq(S)cq(Q)− q0〉 (B.13)
where cq(E) = 1+qc1(E)+ . . .+q
rkcrk(E) is the total Chern class weighted by the formal
variable q.
B.1.3 Presentation via symplectic quotient construction
One can identify Gr(M,N) with the symplectic quotient
Gr(M,N) ∼= Hom(CM ,CN)//U(M) (B.14)
where the action of U(M) is acts on the right. We can then describe the cohomology of
Gr(M,N) via the cohomology of the symplectic quotient by the maximal torus
(PN−1)M ∼= Hom(CM ,CN)//U(1)M . (B.15)
The variables xa, interpreted in the previous subsection as Chern roots of S
∗, are now the
H2 generators of the a-th PN−1-factor. For symplectic quotients A//G and A//T , where
G is a non-Abelian group with maximal torus T ⊂ G and Weyl group W , the we have





Here, ann(e) is the annihilator of e, i.e., elements of H∗(A//T )W that are annihilated
upon multiplication by e, the Euler class of a vector bundle reflecting the non-Abelian
nature of G. For the case of Gr(M,N) we may identify A = Hom(CM ,CN), G = U(M),





) ∼= C[x1, . . . , xM ]Sym〈xN1 , . . . , xNM〉 : 〈∆〉 , ∆ =
∏
a<b
(xa − xb), (B.17)
2In [92], ann(e) is computed in the case of Gr(M,N) to be 〈xN1 , . . . , xNM 〉 : ∆2. This is an equivalent
presentation to the one presented above. A careful discussion is found in [91] and a proof of this assertion
in [93, Thm 1.8].
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where I : J = {r|rJ ⊂ I} denotes the ideal quotient. The quotient by the ideal quotient
is taken inside the larger ring C[x1, . . . , xM ] (neither 〈xN1 , . . . , xNM〉 nor 〈∆〉 are ideals of
C[x1, . . . , xM ]Sym).
This presentation can also be interpreted as being derived from the Kirwan map [93,
142]. For symplectic quotients A//G and A//T , where G is a non-Abelian group with
maximal torus T ⊂ G, we have surjective maps
κT : H
∗





where the left-hand sides denote equivariant cohomology. For the case of Gr(M,N) the
equivariant cohomologies are the freely generated ‘numerators’
H∗T (A) = C[x1, . . . , xM ], H∗G(A) = H∗T (A)W = C[x1, . . . , xM ]Sym. (B.19)
The kernel of the map κT is then given by 〈xN1 , . . . , xNM〉 and the kernel of the map κG is
given precisely by taking the quotient of HG(A) by the ideal quotient 〈xN1 , . . . , xNM〉 : 〈∆〉
as subrings of HT (A).
B.1.4 Deformation to quantum cohomology









. These can also be determined by deforming the
presentations (B.8), (B.13) and (B.17) given above. In that order we have
1. The deformation of Littlewood-Richardson rules Cρµν 7→ Cρµν(q) for (B.8) can be
found in [143, 144] and we do not repeat it here.




) ∼= C〈(−1)aσ1a(x), σi(x)〉a=1,...,M,i=1,...,N−M〈cq(S)cq(Q)− q0 − (−1)N−MqN〉 (B.20)
where the (previously dummy) variable q now counts degrees of curves.
3. Lastly, the presentation via the symplectic quotients (B.17) can be deformed by
adopting the quantum relations for the Abelian quotients PN−1
xNa = q, a = 1, . . . ,M (B.21)




) ∼= C[x1, . . . , xM ]Sym〈xN1 − q, . . . , xNM − q〉 : 〈∆〉 , ∆ =
∏
a<b
(xa − xb). (B.22)
In other words, the classical Kirwan map extends to quantum cohomology.
Note that the presentation in terms of symplectic quotients can also be deformed to




(xa − yi) = 0, a = 1, . . . ,M. (B.23)
In the analogous presentations via Schubert cycles, Schur polynomials will be replaced
by factorial Schur polynomials (see [145] and references therein).
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B.2 K-theory
Classical K-theory for complex Grassmannians (over Q or C) is isomorphic to classical




) ∼=→ H∗(Gr(M,N)), (B.24)
so it is in some sense redundant to discuss different presentations of K-theory. However,
the isomorphism is not clear for the deformation to quantum K-theory. In the case of
cohomology in the previous section in B.1.4, we saw how one can slightly deform various
presentations of cohomology to obtain quantum cohomology. We want to make analogous
statements for K-theory: we will recall again three related presentations of classical K-
theory, and present the proposals from [1, 2] two of the three presentations are deformed
to quantum K-theory. The remaining deformation is the one presented in [144].
B.2.1 K-theoretic “Schur” classes
The description of cohomology via the tautological bundle S over Gr(M,N) has an analog
in K-theory. We may write (in some larger ring)
[S] = P1 + . . .+ PM (B.25)
where Pa denotes the K-theoretic Chern root. It is related to the cohomological Chern
root by the Chern character3
ch(Pa) = e
−xa . (B.26)





) ∼= C〈σµ(xK)〉〈σµ(xK) · σν(xK)−∑ρCρµνσρ(xK), {σµ(xK)}µ*BM×(N−M)〉 . (B.27)






can be computed by expanding xK = 1 − e−xa in xa
up to order x
M(N−M)
a , and decomposing the result in terms of (cohomological) Schur





, the same as cohomology.
B.2.2 Schubert structure sheaves and Grothendieck polynomials
Another presentation in addition to (B.27) involves the Schubert varieties Cµ (B.3). In




is generated additively by the structure
sheaves Oµ on these subvarieties. The multiplicative structure can be computed algo-




) ∼= C〈Oµ〉µ⊆BM×(N−M)〈Oµ · Oν −∑ρDρµνOρ〉 . (B.28)
3In the bulk of chapter 2, we implicitly assume that all K-classes have been evaluated via the Chern
character map and we work in cohomology.
4See footnote 1 for notation.
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The two presentations (B.27) and (B.28) can be seen to be compatible using Grothendieck
polynomials, first introduced in [147]. These are symmetric polynomials in M variables,
labeled by Young diagrams. There is a determinantal definition (see [148] and references
therein)








Their structure constants match the ones of the abstract Schubert structure sheaves









) ∼= C〈Oµ(xK)〉〈Oµ(xK) · Oν(xK)−∑ρCρµνOρ(xK), {Oµ(xK)}µ*BM×(N−M)〉 .. (B.31)
In the above notation we have also tacitly incorporated the fact that
ch(Oµ) = Oµ(xK), (B.32)
where on the left-hand side we have the (abstract) Schubert structure sheaf, and on
the right-hand side we have the Grothendieck polynomial in the cohomological variable
xKa = 1− e−xa .






that can be computed explicitly. Note that, while σµ(x) is homogeneous of degree |µ| in
x, while Oµ(x) is not homogenous, but its degree in x bounded below by |µ|. However,
the (infinite dimensional) bases of symmetric polynomials in M variables, given by Schur
and Grothendieck polynomials admit compatible filtrations “by rectangular boxes”; con-
cretely, this means that if µ ⊂ BM×L then the coefficients Uµν above will be non-zero
only for ν ∈ BM×L. The ‘compatibility’ of the two presentations is reflected in the fact
that the structure constants Dρµν can then be computed from the Littlewood-Richardson
coefficients Cρµν and the transformation matrices Uµν .
B.2.3 Presentation via symplectic quotient






where e is the K-theoretic Euler class of a bundle over A//T , reflecting the non-Abelian
structure of G. This is the K-theory analog of the cohomological statements (B.16) in
[91–93] used for (B.17). We take A = Hom(CM ,CN), G = U(M), T = U(1)M , Weyl




) ∼= C[P±11 , . . . , P±1M ]〈(1− P1)N , . . . , (1− PM)N〉 (B.35)
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) ∼= C[P±11 , . . . , P±1M ]Sym〈(1− P1)N , . . . , (1− PM)N〉 : 〈∆K〉 , ∆K = ∏
a<b
(Pa − Pb), (B.36)
where I : J = {r|rJ ⊂ I} denotes the ideal quotient. The quotient by the ideal quotient
is taken inside the larger ring C[P±11 , . . . , P±1M ]. This presentation can be mapped to the




) ∼= C[xK1 , . . . , xKM ]〈(xK1 )N , . . . , (xKM)N〉 : 〈∆K〉 , ∆K =
∏
a<b
(xKa − xKb ). (B.37)
Once again, this presentation arises by considering the K-theoretic Kirwan maps [94]
from equivariant K-theory to K-theory of symplectic quotients
κG : KG(A)→ K(A//G), κT : KT (A)→ K(A//T ). (B.38)
The maps can be shown to be surjective, [149] and the quotient presentation above reflects
the kernel of the maps.
B.2.4 Proposal for quantum deformation





, and we subsequently deformed these presentations yielding presen-
tations for the quantum cohomology ring, listed in page 88. Throughout the current





subsection we argue that results from the literature and results from subsection 2.2.6 are
K-theoretic analogs of the cohomological deformation presentations of B.1.4.
In particular, we want to argue that (see the list in page 88)
1. “Schubert” presentation:
The quantum deformation [118] of the classical K-theory structure constants [115]
is the K-theory analog of the deformation 1. of classical cohomology structure con-
stants, where the Littlewood-Richarson coefficients in (B.8) are replaced with q-
dependent coefficients.
2. Explicit presentation á la Intrilligator, Vafa, Witten:
The quantum deformation of the explicit presentation (B.31) in terms of Grothendieck
polynomials, proposed in [2], is the K-theory analog of the deformation 2. of classical
cohomology of Grassmannians by Vafa, Intriligator and Witten.
3. “Symplectic quotient” presentation via ideal quotient :
The quantum ring described in [1, 2] and discussed in 2.2.6 is a deformation of
(B.36) which is the K-theory analog of the deformation 3. of classical cohomology









(Pa − Pb), (B.39)
5Note that, while the K-theoretic Chern roots Pa are invertible (in the ‘numerator’ ring), the gener-
ators xKa are not.
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where LQ is the ideal








Once again, the quotient is taken inside the larger ring C[P±11 , . . . , P±1M ]. The above
presentation can be again viewed as the image under a quantum Kirwan map be-










where LQ is the ideal
LQ = 〈DN1 +Q
1−DN1∏M
a=1(1−Da)




B.3 Quantum K-theory of low-dimensional Grassmannians
In this section we print some multiplication tables for the first few Grassmannians,
computed by the proposal (B.41). The multiplication rings of their dual counterparts
Gr(N −M,N) ∼= Gr(M,N) are obtained by transposing the labeling young diagrams
µ 7→ µT and sending Q 7→ (−1)MQ (which leads to a relative sign between dual pairs
when N is odd). After performing this redefinition, one can check that our results agree
with the ring structure from [144].
We also state the quantum q-difference equations of the corresponding I-functions as
discussed in section 2.2.7, with δ̂ = 1 − qθ and θ = Q ∂
∂Q
, and their corresponding 2D
limits, matching the results from [122].
B.3.1 Quantum K theory of Gr(2, 3) ∼= Gr(1, 3)








and the multiplication table is
O1 ∗ O1 = O1,1, O1 ∗ O1,1 = QO0, O1,1 ∗ O1,1 = QO1. (B.44)
The multiplication table for Gr(1, 3) is obtained by µ 7→ µT .
The quantum difference operator annihilating the I-function is
Dq,Gr(2,3) = δ̂3 −Q, (B.45)
with 2D limit
D2DGr(2,3) = θ3 −Q2D. (B.46)
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B.3.2 Quantum K theory of Gr(3, 4) ∼= Gr(1, 4)








and the multiplication table is
O1 ∗ O1 = O1,1, O1 ∗ O1,1 = O1,1,1,
O1 ∗ O1,1,1 = −QO0, O1,1 ∗ O1,1 = −QO0,
O1,1 ∗ O1,1,1 = −QO1, O1,1,1 ∗ O1,1,1 = −QO1,1.
(B.48)
The multiplication table for Gr(1, 4) is obtained by Q 7→ −Q and µ 7→ µT .
The quantum difference operator annihilating the I-function is
Dq,Gr(3,4) = δ̂4 +Q, (B.49)
with 2D limit
D2DGr(3,4) = θ4 +Q2D. (B.50)
B.3.3 Quantum K theory of Gr(2, 5) ∼= Gr(3, 5)








and the multiplication table is
O1 ∗ O1 = O1,1 −O2,1 +O2, O1 ∗ O2 = O2,1 −O3,1 +O3,
O1 ∗ O1,1 = O2,1, O1 ∗ O3 = O3,1,
O1 ∗ O2,1 = O2,2 +O3,1 −O3,2, O1 ∗ O3,1 = O3,2 +Q (O0 −O1) ,
O1 ∗ O2,2 = O3,2, O1 ∗ O3,2 = O3,3 +Q (O1 −O2) ,
O1 ∗ O3,3 = QO2, O2 ∗ O2 = O2,2 +O3,1 −O3,2,
O2 ∗ O1,1 = O3,1, O2 ∗ O3 = O3,2,
O2 ∗ O2,1 = O3,2 +Q (O0 −O1) , O2 ∗ O3,1 = O3,3 +Q (O1 −O2) ,
O2 ∗ O2,2 = QO1, O2 ∗ O3,2 = Q (O1,1 −O2,1 +O2) ,
O2 ∗ O3,3 = QO2,1, O1,1 ∗ O1,1 = O2,2,
O1,1 ∗ O3 = QO0, O1,1 ∗ O2,1 = O3,2,
O1,1 ∗ O3,1 = QO1, O1,1 ∗ O2,2 = O3,3,
O1,1 ∗ O3,2 = QO2, O1,1 ∗ O3,3 = QO3,
O3 ∗ O3 = O3,3, O3 ∗ O2,1 = QO1,
O3 ∗ O3,1 = QO2, O3 ∗ O2,2 = QO1,1,
O3 ∗ O3,2 = QO2,1, O3 ∗ O3,3 = QO2,2,
O2,1 ∗ O2,1 = O3,3 +Q (O1 −O2) , O2,1 ∗ O3,1 = Q (O1,1 −O2,1 +O2) ,
O2,1 ∗ O2,2 = QO2, O2,1 ∗ O3,2 = Q (O2,1 −O3,1 +O3) ,
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O2,1 ∗ O3,3 = QO3,1, O3,1 ∗ O3,1 = Q (O2,1 −O3,1 +O3) ,
O3,1 ∗ O2,2 = QO2,1, O3,1 ∗ O3,2 = Q (O2,2 +O3,1 −O3,2) ,
O3,1 ∗ O3,3 = QO3,2, O2,2 ∗ O2,2 = QO3,
O2,2 ∗ O3,2 = QO3,1, O2,2 ∗ O3,3 = Q2O0,
O3,2 ∗ O3,2 = QO3,2 +Q2 (O0 −O1) , O3,2 ∗ O3,3 = Q2O1,
O3,3 ∗ O3,3 = Q2O1,1.
The multiplication table for Gr(3, 5) is obtained by Q 7→ −Q and µ 7→ µT .






L0 = −25δ̂7(−1 + δ̂ + q)3(1 + 3q + q2)3
L1 = 25δ̂10(q − 1)q4(1 + q)(1 + q + q2)
+ 25δ̂3(q − 1)2q3(1 + 2q)(1 + 3q + q2)3
− 25δ̂4(q − 1)q4(2 + 9q)(1 + 3q + q2)3
− 5δ̂6q4(1 + 3q + q2)3(2 + 10q + 63q2)
+ 5δ̂5q4(1 + 3q + q2)3(−7− 16q + 78q2)
+ 5δ̂9(q − 1)q4(−13− 13q − 3q2 + 2q3 + 2q4)
− 5δ̂8(q − 1)q4(−12− 3q + 12q2 + 32q3 + 47q4 + 24q5)
+ 5δ̂7q4(3− 7q + 39q2 + 295q3 + 815q4 + 1087q5 + 677q6 + 191q7 + 25q8)
L2 = δ̂10q9 − 5δ̂8(q − 1)q9(1 + q) + 25q8(1 + 3q + q2)2(1 + 3q2 + q4)
− 5δ̂7(q − 1)q9(3 + 28q + 51q2 + 50q3 + 25q4)
+ 5δ̂6(q − 1)q9(4 + 79q + 162q2 + 190q3 + 115q4)
− 25δ̂q8(1 + 3q + q2)(5 + 12q + 21q2 + 45q3 + 19q4 + 18q5 + 5q6)
+ 25δ̂2q8(10 + 45q + 108q2 + 240q3 + 345q4 + 240q5 + 180q6 + 72q7 + 10q8)
+ 5δ̂4q8(12 + 104q + 200q2 + 525q3 + 685q4 + 598q5 + 766q6 + 210q7 + 25q8)
− δ̂5q8(25 + 201q − 125q2 − 5q3 + 205q4 + 875q5 + 1699q6 + 225q7 + 25q8)
− 5δ̂3q8(32 + 179q + 475q2 + 1190q3 + 1645q4 + 1193q5 + 1096q6 + 390q7 + 50q8)
L3 = −5δ̂7q15 + 5δ̂6q14(−2 + 5q)− 5(q − 1)q13(5 + 8q + 9q2 + 8q3 + 5q4)
+ 5δ̂(q − 1)q13(25 + 38q + 45q2 + 42q3 + 25q4)
− 5δ̂4(q − 1)q13(25 + 21q + 48q2 + 48q3 + 25q4)
− 5δ̂2(q − 1)q13(50 + 70q + 91q2 + 88q3 + 50q4)
+ 5δ̂3(q − 1)q13(50 + 61q + 93q2 + 92q3 + 50q4)
+ δ̂5q13(−25 + 34q − 70q2 + 25q4 + 25q5)
L4 = (−1 + δ̂)5q19
(B.53)




(θ − 1)3θ7 +Q2Dθ3(3 + 11θ + 11θ2) + (Q2D)2
]
. (B.54)
B.3.4 Quantum K theory of Gr(2, 6) ∼= Gr(4, 6)








and the multiplication table is
O1 ∗ O1 = O1,1O2,1+O2, O1 ∗ O2 = O2,1−O3,1+O3,
O1 ∗ O1,1 = O2,1, O1 ∗ O3 = O3,1−O4,1+O4,
O1 ∗ O2,1 = O2,2+O3,1−O3,2, O1 ∗ O4 = O4,1,
O1 ∗ O3,1 = O3,2+O4,1−O4,2, O1 ∗ O2,2 = O3,2,
O1 ∗ O4,1 = O4,2+Q (O0−O1) , O1 ∗ O3,2 = O3,3+O4,2−O4,3,
O1 ∗ O4,2 = O4,3+Q (O1−O2) , O1 ∗ O3,3 = O4,3,
O1 ∗ O4,3 = O4,4+Q (O2−O3) , O1 ∗ O4,4 = QO3,
O2 ∗ O2 = O2,2+O3,1−O3,2−O4,1+O4, O2 ∗ O1,1 = O3,1,
O2 ∗ O3 = O3,2+O4,1−O4,2, O2 ∗ O2,1 = O3,2+O4,1−O4,2,
O2 ∗ O4 = O4,2, O2 ∗ O3,1 = O3,3+O4,2−O4,3+Q (O0−O1) ,
O2 ∗ O2,2 = O4,2, O2 ∗ O4,1 = O4,3+Q (O1−O2) ,
O2 ∗ O3,2 = O4,3+Q (O1−O2) , O2 ∗ O4,2 = O4,4+Q (O1,1−O2,1+O2−O3) ,
O2 ∗ O3,3 = QO2, O2 ∗ O4,3 = Q (O2,1−O3,1+O3) ,
O2 ∗ O4,4 = QO3,1, O1,1 ∗ O1,1 = O2,2,
O1,1 ∗ O3 = O4,1, O1,1 ∗ O2,1 = O3,2,
O1,1 ∗ O4 = QO0, O1,1 ∗ O3,1 = O4,2,
O1,1 ∗ O2,2 = O3,3, O1,1 ∗ O4,1 = QO1,
O1,1 ∗ O3,2 = O4,3, O1,1 ∗ O4,2 = QO2,
O1,1 ∗ O3,3 = O4,4, O1,1 ∗ O4,3 = QO3,
O1,1 ∗ O4,4 = QO4, O3 ∗ O3 = O3,3+O4,2−O4,3,
O3 ∗ O2,1 = O4,2+Q (O0−O1) , O3 ∗ O4 = O4,3,
O3 ∗ O3,1 = O4,3+Q (O1−O2) , O3 ∗ O2,2 = QO1,
O3 ∗ O4,1 = O4,4+Q (O2−O3) , O3 ∗ O3,2 = Q (O1,1−O2,1+O2) ,
O3 ∗ O4,2 = Q (O2,1−O3,1+O3) , O3 ∗ O3,3 = QO2,1,
O3 ∗ O4,3 = Q (O2,2+O3,1−O3,2) , O3 ∗ O4,4 = QO3,2,
O2,1 ∗ O2,1 = O3,3+O4,2−O4,3, O2,1 ∗ O4 = QO1,
O2,1 ∗ O3,1 = O4,3+Q (O1−O2) , O2,1 ∗ O2,2 = O4,3,
O2,1 ∗ O4,1 = Q (O1,1−O2,1+O2) , O2,1 ∗ O3,2 = O4,4+Q (O2−O3) ,
O2,1 ∗ O4,2 = Q (O2,1−O3,1+O3) , O2,1 ∗ O3,3 = QO3,
O2,1 ∗ O4,3 = Q (O3,1−O4,1+O4) , O2,1 ∗ O4,4 = QO4,1,
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O4 ∗ O4 = O4,4, O4 ∗ O3,1 = QO2,
O4 ∗ O2,2 = QO1,1, O4 ∗ O4,1 = QO3,
O4 ∗ O3,2 = QO2,1, O4 ∗ O4,2 = QO3,1,
O4 ∗ O3,3 = QO2,2, O4 ∗ O4,3 = QO3,2,
O4 ∗ O4,4 = QO3,3, O3,1 ∗ O3,1 = O4,4+Q (O1,1−O2,1+O2−O3) ,
O3,1 ∗ O2,2 = QO2, O3,1 ∗ O4,1 = Q (O2,1−O3,1+O3) ,
O3,1 ∗ O3,2 = Q (O2,1−O3,1+O3) , O3,1 ∗ O4,2 = Q (O2,2+O3,1−O3,2−O4,1+O4) ,
O3,1 ∗ O3,3 = QO3,1, O3,1 ∗ O4,3 = Q (O3,2+O4,1−O4,2) ,
O3,1 ∗ O4,4 = QO4,2, O2,2 ∗ O2,2 = O4,4,
O2,2 ∗ O4,1 = QO2,1, O2,2 ∗ O3,2 = QO3,
O2,2 ∗ O4,2 = QO3,1, O2,2 ∗ O3,3 = QO4,
O2,2 ∗ O4,3 = QO4,1, O2,2 ∗ O4,4 = Q2O0,
O4,1 ∗ O4,1 = Q (O3,1−O4,1+O4) , O4,1 ∗ O3,2 = Q (O2,2+O3,1−O3,2) ,
O4,1 ∗ O4,2 = Q (O3,2+O4,1−O4,2) , O4,1 ∗ O3,3 = QO3,2,
O4,1 ∗ O4,3 = Q (O3,3+O4,2−O4,3) , O4,1 ∗ O4,4 = QO4,3,
O3,2 ∗ O3,2 = Q (O3,1−O4,1+O4) , O3,2 ∗ O4,2 = Q (O3,2+O4,1−O4,2) ,
O3,2 ∗ O3,3 = QO4,1, O3,2 ∗ O4,3 = QO4,2+Q2 (O0−O1) ,
O3,2 ∗ O4,4 = Q2O1, O4,2 ∗ O4,2 = Q (O3,3+O4,2−O4,3)+Q2 (O0−O1) ,
O4,2 ∗ O3,3 = QO4,2, O4,2 ∗ O4,3 = QO4,3+Q2 (O1−O2) ,
O4,2 ∗ O4,4 = Q2O2, O3,3 ∗ O3,3 = Q2O0,
O3,3 ∗ O4,3 = Q2O1, O3,3 ∗ O4,4 = Q2O1,1,
O4,3 ∗ O4,3 = Q2 (O1,1−O2,1+O2) , O4,3 ∗ O4,4 = Q2O2,1,
O4,4 ∗ O4,4 = Q2O2,2.
The multiplication table for Gr(4, 6) is obtained by µ 7→ µT .





where the lowest- and highest-order terms are (the most amenable to printing)
L0 = 882(3 + 3q + 18q2 + 15q3 + 22q4 + 14q5 + 6q6 + 3q7)×
× (q − 1)5(1 + 4q + 2q2)4δ̂9(δ̂ + q − 1)5(δ̂ + q2 − 1),
L8 = 729q57(1− δ̂)6.
(B.57)








As discussed in the previous section, the tangent bundle satisfies T Gr(M,N) ∼= Hom(S,Q),
where S is the tautological bundle of rank M and Q is the quotient bundle of rank N−M
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defined by the Euler sequence 0 → S → CN → Q → 0. The sequence implies the K-
theory relation [TGr(M,N)] = [Hom(S,C)⊕N ] − [Hom(S, S)] = N [S∗] − [S∗ ⊗ S] [98].







, xab = xa − xb , (B.59)
where xa are the Chern roots of S
∗. The right-hand side can be decomposed g(x) =∑
µ gµσµ, where the allowed Schur polynomials σµ (meaning, polynomials labeled by






























+ . . .
= 1 +N trR(x) + (M − N2 ) trSU(M)(x
2) + 1
2
N(N − 1) trU(1)(x2) + . . . ,
(B.60)













and the q-Gamma class is given by the sequence of g(x) = Γq(1 + x) and hence
Γq(X) =
∏M
a=1 Γq(1 + xa)
N∏M
a<b Γq(1 + xab)Γq(1− xab)
. (B.62)
Lastly, by mapping Chern classes to Chern characters









c31 − 3c1c2 + 3c3
)
+ . . . (B.63)
we find from (B.60) that the Chern character of (the tangent bundle of) X is
ch(X) = dimX +N trR(x) + (
N
2
−M) trSU(M)(x2) + N2 trU(1)(x
2) + . . . . (B.64)
6The relation can also be derived from the symplectic quotient construction Gr(M,N) ∼=
Hom(CM ,CN )//U(M) [92].
7See footnote 1 for the definitions of traces.




In this chapter we gather some details about the decomposition of supersymmetry al-
gebras in our setup from chapter 3. Throughout this chapter (as in chapter 3), Greek
letters µ, ν, . . . denote bulk spacetime indices, hatted Greek letters µ̂, ν̂, . . . denote bound-
ary spacetime indices, while Greek letters α, β, . . . denote spinor indices.
C.1 Decomposition of 3D N = 2
C.1.1 Decomposition to 2D N = (0, 2)
In this subsection we discuss decomposition of 3D N = 2 superfields into their (0, 2)
subrepresentations. To do so, we use the branching coordinate (or invariant coordinate)
[3, 132, 133]. It is defined such that in superspace with coordinates (ξµ, θ+, θ−), the




, i.e., contain no derivatives in these variables. Another property of the branching
coordinate is that the preserved supercharge operators do not contain or generate P⊥.
If we want to preserve the (0, 2)-subalgebra generated by Q+, Q+, one can easily check
that we need
ξµ = xµ + iδ µ⊥ θ
2 =
(


































































In particular, the Q+, Q+ do not contain any ∂⊥ terms. The (0, 2)-covariant derivatives






























We often drop the (0, 2)-label when the covariant derivative type is clear from context.
We may now simply perform a Taylor expansion of an N = 2 superfield X :
X (x, θ, θ) = X(0)(ξ, θ+, θ+)+θ−X(1a)(ξ, θ+, θ+)+X(1b)(ξ, θ+, θ+) θ−+θ−θ−X(2)(ξ, θ+, θ+).
(C.5)




+ } do not contain derivatives in θ−, θ
−
,
the coefficients in these variables are preserved by these operators; in other words, the
coefficients are the (0, 2)-subrepresentations of X (x, θ, θ).
For example, let us decompose 3D chiral field (3.107) into its (0, 2)-submultiplets. In
terms of ξ we find that the “chiral” coordinate yµ is
(y+, y−, y⊥) = (ξ+ − 2iθ+θ−, ξ− − 2iθ−θ−, ξ⊥ + 2iθ−θ+). (C.6)
The expansion of Φ3D gives then
Φ3D(x, θ, θ) = Φ(ξ, θ
+, θ
+













Ψ = ψ− −
√








in agreement with [65]. These satisfy
D+Φ = 0, D+Ψ = −i
√
2∂⊥Φ. (C.9)
















where now all (super-)functions depend on x.
C.1.2 Decomposition to 2D N = (1, 1)
In the presence of a boundary we may also preserve a 2D N = (1, 1) subalgebra. For
completeness, we also present decomposition of 3D N = 2 superfields and operators into
this subalgebra.
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Defining rotated, real Grassmann variables
ϑ− = −i(θ− − θ−), ϑ̃− = −(θ− + θ−),
ϑ+ = −(θ+ + θ+), ϑ̃+ = −i(θ+ − θ+).
(C.13)
and using the shifted “branching” coordinate
(ζ+, ζ−, ζ⊥) =
(






y+ − ϑ+ϑ̃+, y− + ϑ−ϑ̃−, y⊥ − 1
2






































Then, (1, 1)-irreducible multiplets are of the form
Σ = A+ iϑ+B + iϑ−C + iϑ−ϑ+D. (C.18)
Using the branching coordinate we find the decomposition
Φ3D(x, θ, θ) = Φ+ ϑ̃
+D+Φ− ϑ̃−D−Φ+ ϑ̃−ϑ̃+(D−D+Φ− ∂⊥Φ) (C.19)
where on the right-hand side we have super(functions) of (ζ, ϑ, ϑ̃) and we have defined
the (1, 1)-multiplet








ϑ−ϑ+(∂⊥φ+ iF ). (C.20)
for i = 1, 2 [24, 32]). However, in 3D N = 2 to (1, 1)-subalgebra breaking, we further need to impose
that the charges do not generate any ∂⊥-derivatives, i.e., that




which fixes the phase to v1 − v2 = π2 + kπ.
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Around the same point, the full branching reads
Φ3D = Φ+ ϑ̃
+D+Φ− ϑ̃−D−Φ+ i2(ϑ












where ϑ4 := ϑ+ϑ̃+ϑ−ϑ̃−.
The (1, 1)-variations are induced by δsym = iε+Q+ + iε−Q−, ε± real spinors:
























































The equations of motion are in superspace
0 = 2D−D+Φ− ∂⊥Φ+ iW
′
(Φ), (C.24)
which in components are the usual bulk equations.
C.2 Supercurrent multiplets in 3D
C.2.1 Decomposition to (0, 2)-multiplets
We decompose the bulk multiplet Sαβ = −2γµαβSµ using the branching coordinate ξ
according to
Sαβ(x, θ, θ) = S(0)αβ (ξ, θ
+, θ
+
) + θ−S(1)αβ (ξ, θ
+, θ
+
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2. The −-direction













S(1)−− = −4i(S−)− − 4iθ+Y − + 4θ
+









































(K⊥⊥ + i∂⊥j⊥ + iL⊥) + 2iθ
+Y ⊥


































Kµν = 2Tνµ − ηµνA− 14εµνρH











where we have also defined the brane currents Cµν = εµνρH
ρ and Cµ = εµνρF
νρ. The de-
composition for the R-multiplet is found simply by setting the multiplet Yα 3 (ωα, A, Yµ)
to zero.
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C.2.2 3D N = 2 supersymmetry variations of components
Under a variation induced by δsym = ξQ− ξQ, we may compute from (3.54)






δsymHµ = −ξ∂µλ+ ξ∂µλ, (C.30c)
εµνρδsymF
νρ = −2iεµνρ(ξγρ∂νλ+ ξγρ∂νλ), (C.30d)
δsymC = 0, (C.30e)
δsymωα =
√



























− i(γνξ)α(2Tνµ − 14εµνρH











































C.2.3 Decomposition of bulk constraints










































α = 0. (C.33c)





















− ) = 0. (C.34c)
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From DαYβ +DβYα = 0 we obtain
D+YB(0)− + Y
B(1a)
+ = 0, (C.35a)








D+YB(0)+ = 0, (C.35d)












αYα + C = 0 we obtain
D+YB(0)− + Y
B(1b)







+ = 0, (C.36b)





+ = 0. (C.36d)
And the relation D
βSαβ = χα + Yα:
















ε−αC + YB(1b)α = D+S
(1)
α−, (C.37c)







C.2.4 Decompositions of bulk improvements
Using the branching coordinate and the expansions (C.25) and (C.31) we may compute
the improvements of decomposed multiplets:
SB(0)++ 7→ S
B(0)
















−− − 4i∂−UB(1), (C.39b)
SB(1)+− 7→ S
B(1)
+− −D+UB(2) + 2i∂⊥UB(1) − 2i∂−D+UB(0). (C.39c)
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SB(2)++ 7→ S
B(2)







−− − 8∂2−UB(0), (C.40b)
SB(2)+− 7→ S
B(2)





























B(1) − ∂⊥UB(2) + 2i∂⊥∂−UB(0)), (C.41d)











































B(2) − 4∂−∂⊥UB(1) − 4∂2−D+UB(0). (C.42h)
C.2.5 Explicit bulk components of Sµ for LG model
We compute the components of the supercurrent multiplet for the Landau-Ginzburg
model:
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according to the expansions (3.54). In other words, we are in the S-frame (cf. page 56)
and we obtain:
R-“current” : jµ = (ψγµψ), (C.44a)












lowest in Yα : ωα = 4W ′ψα, (C.44d)





irrelevant auxilliary : A = −4|W ′|2 + i∂µψγµψ − iψγµ∂µψ, (C.44f)
{Q,S} 1-brane charge : Yµ = 4∂µW, (C.44g)
{Q,S} 1-brane charge : Hµ = −2i∂µ(ψψ), (C.44h)
{Q,S} 0-brane charge : ερµνF µν = −4ερµν∂µjν − 8iερµν∂µφ∂νφ. (C.44i)
Note that all (Hodge duals to) brane currents are exact forms. This is to be expected,
since we are working on a trivial space, and it only shows local triviality in general
backgrounds. For example, if W is not a properly defined function, then Y µ is not
identically exact.
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